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PREFACE 
The theory of variational inequalities developed by the Italian and French 
schools in the early sixties and thereafter, has constituted a significant extension 
of the variational principles. This theory has now become a powerful and effective 
tool in studying a wide class of problems arising in various branches of mathematical 
and engineering sciences. In the last four decades this theory has enjoyed vigorous 
growth and has attracted the attention of large number of mathematicians, engi-
neers, economists and physicists. 
The dissertation comprises of five chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into 
various sections. 
Chapter 1, is an introductory one which runs through the background hterature 
on the development of the subject. In this chapter, the preliminary notions and basic 
definitions have been introduced. Some key results and well known theorem related 
to the subject matter of the dissertation have also been presented. 
In Chapter 2, we have discussed the solvability of a class of nonlinear variational 
inclusion problems using the generalized resolvent (also refer as the A-resolvent 
operator technique). Section 2.2 opens with the study of a new class of nonlinear 
A-monotone multi-valued variational inclusion in Hilbert spaces. By using the 
concept and properties of A-monotone mappings, we have studied a new iterative 
algorithm for solving the systems of nonlinear multi-valued variational inclusions 
associated with yl-monotone mapping in Hilbert spaces. Section 2.4 deals with 
a new concept of (^, 77)-accretive mappings. Some properties of (^4,77)-accretive 
mappings have been discussed under this section. Further in Section 2.5, a new 
system of nonlinear variational inclusion with {A, r])-accretive mappings in Banach 
spaces have been presented. 
In Chapter 3, we have studied a brief account of a new class of vector F-implicit 
complementarity problems and vector F-imphcit variational inequality problems in 
Banach spaces. 
Section 4.2, of Chapter 4 deals with some relationship between vector variational-
like inequality problems and non-smooth vector optimization problem under non-
ni 
smooth invexity. In Section 4.3 we considered a vector version of generalized Minty's 
lemma and discussed the existence theorems for solutions of two kinds of vector 
variational-like inequahties. Sections 4.3 is primarily concerned with the study of 
systems of vector variational-like inequalities in Banach spaces and deal with some 
existence results for system of vector variational-like inequalities in Banach spaces 
which was obtained from Kakutani-Fan-GHcksberg fixed point theorem. 
In Chapter 5, some generalization of nonlinear random (A, 77)-accretive equa-
tions with random relaxed cocoercive mappings in Banach spaces have been pre-
sented. In Section 5.2 we have presented a brief account of the existence theorems 
of the solutions and convergence theorems of the generalized random procedness 
with errors for their nonhnear random equations in ^-uniformly smooth Banach 
spaces. Further in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we have discussed the random generalized 
nonlinear mixed variational inclusions for random fuzzy, mappings random relaxed 
cocoercive mappings respectively and deal with an iterative algorithm for finding 
the approximate solutions of their class of variational inclusions. 
The dissertation ends with a fairy exhaustive bibhography of research articles 
and books consulted for this work. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
Variational inequalities, introduced by Stampacchia have been developed rapidly 
for nearly forty years. Variational inequalities not only have stimulated new results 
dealing with nonlinear partial differential equations, but also have been used in a 
large variety of problems arising in elasticity, structural analysis, economics, op-
timization, oceanography and regional, physical and engineering sciences etc. see 
[9-11,22,26,27,30,31,37,54,55,107,121,123], 
This theory was developed simultaneously not only to study the fundamental 
facts about the qualitative behaviour of solutions of nonlinear problems, but also 
to solve them more efficiently numerically. In fact, this theory provides us a sound 
basis for computing the approximate solutions of many moving and free boundary 
value problems in a unified framework. 
A useful and important generalization of variational inequalities is a variational 
inclusion. Variational inclusions have important applications in mechanics, eco-
nomics and structural analysis. In particular, one can show that if the non smooth 
and nonexpansive super potential of the structure is quasi-differentiable, then these 
problems can be studied via the set valued variational inclusions. In this formulation, 
the ascending and descending branches of non monotone set-valued and boundary 
conditions are considered separately. The solution of the generahzed set-valued vari-
ational inclusions gives the position of the state equilibrium of the structure. For 
more details see [13,27,53,55,75,77,123,125,129,131]. 
Equally important is the concept of resolvent equations. The resolvent equations 
technique is quite general and flexible. This technique has been used to develop 
some numerical methods for solving mixed variational inequalities and variational 
inclusions. For recent applications and formulation of the resolvent equations, see 
[14,110,111,112,113]. 
In different sections of this chapter, we discuss various notions which are essen-
tial for presentation of results in the subsequent chapters. 
1.2. Variational inequality 
Many problems of elasticity and fluid mechanics can be expressed in terms of 
an unknown u, representing the displacement of a mechanical system, satisfying 
a{u,v-u)>F{v-u), iovallvGK (1.2.1) 
where the set K of admissible displacement is a closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H^a{.,.) is a bilinear form and F is a bounded linear functional on H. The 
relations of the type (1.2.1) are called variational inequahties. 
If the bihnear form a(.,.) is continuous, then by Riesz-representation theorem, 
we have 
a{u,v) = {Au,v), for all u,v e H (1-2.2) 
where A is a continuous linear operator on H. 
Then the inequahty (1.2.1) is equivalent to find u ^ K such that 
{Au,v-u)>{F,v~u), for all veK (1.2.3) 
If the operators A and F are nonlinear, then the variational inequality (1.2.3) 
is known as strongly nonlinear variational inequality problem. 
If F = 0, then (1.2.3) is equivalent to find u e K such that 
{Au,v- u) > 0, for all v e K. (1.2.4) 
The variational inequality of the type (1.2.4) was introduced and studied by Fichera 
[50] in 1964. Lions and Stampacchia [100] proved the existence of unique solution 
of (1.2.4) using essentially the projection techniques. 
In the last two decades, variational inequalities have been generahzed and ex-
tended in various directions. Variational-hke inequahty is one of its generalized form 
which is introduced and studied by Panda, Sahoo and Kumar [118]. 
Let X be a closed convex set in R". Given two continuous maps F : K -^W^ 
and T]-. K X K -^W^, then the variational-like inequality problem is to find u^ K 
such that 
(F(u),r](u,y))>0, for all we K (1.2.5) 
If r]{u,v) = V — u, the variational-like inequality (1.2.5) is equivalent to the 
variational inequality (1.2.4). 
Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces. Let K C X he a nonempty closed 
convex subset in X,T : K ^ L{X, Y) a mapping, where L{X, Y) is the space of all 
hnear continuous operators from X to Y. Let {C{u) : u € K} be a family of closed 
pointed convex cone in Y with intCiu) ^ 0 for every u E K, where intC{u) is the 
interior of the set C{u). Then the problem of finding UQ e K such that 
{T(uo),u - UQ) ^ ~int C(uo), for all u E K, (1.2.6) 
is called vector variational inequaUty problem which is introduced by Giannessi [52]. 
Let H he a. real Hilbert space endowed with a norm |1.|| and inner product (.,.) 
and given continuous mapping T,g : H ^ H, with Im{g) f] dom{d(p) ^ 0. We 
consider the following problem: 
Find u G H such that g{u) fi dom{d(p) ^ 0 and 
(T(n) - A[u),v - g{u)) > ^(giu)) - ^(v), Vv e H (1.2.7) 
where A is a. nonhnear continuous mapping on H, d(p denotes the subdifferential of 
a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function (p : H -^ R U {+00}, dom{d(p) 
denotes the domain of dtp. 
This problem is called variational inclusions problem and was introduced and 
studied by Hassouni and Moudafi [56] in 1994. 
1.3. Some basic concepts and results 
In this section, we shall discuss some basic definitions and results, which will 
be used in subsequent chapters. 
Throughout this dissertation, unless otherwise stated, E denotes a real Banach 
space with dual E* and (.,.) is the dual pair between E and E*, CB{E) is the family 
of all nonempty closed and bounded subset of E, H{.,.) is the Hausdorff metric on 
CB{E) defined by, 
H{A,B) = max| snpd{x,B),supd{A,y) [. 
seA y€B 
where d{x, B) — inf d{x, y) and d{A, y) = inf d{x, y). 
We denote hy H a real Hilbert space and by H* its dual. 
Definition 1.3.1. Let T,A:H—^Hhe mappings. Then T is said to be: 
(i) monotone, if 
{Tix)-Tiy),x-y)>0. ^x,y e H; 
(ii) strictly monotone, if T is monotone and 
{Tix)-T{y),x-y) = 0 
if and only if x = y; 
(iii) r-strongly monotone, if there exists a positive number r such that 
(r(x) - T{y), x-y)> r\\x - y\\\ Vx, y ^ H; 
(iv) r-strongly monotone with respect to A, if there exists a positive constant r 
such that 
(T(x) - T{y),A{x) - A{y)) > r\\x - y\\\ yx,y G H; 
item[(v)] s-Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant s > 0 such that 
(T(x) - T(y), x-y)< s\\x - y||, Vx, y e H; 
(vi) m-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A, if there exists a constant m > 0 such 
that 
(T(x) - T(y), A(x) - A{y)) > -m\\T{x) - T{y)f, Vx,y G /f; 
(vii) {a, {)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A, if there exists constants a, ( such 
that 
{T{x) - T{y),Aix) - A(y)) > a\\T{x) ~ T{y)f + e||x - yf, Vx,y € F. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let F : F -^ 2^ be a multivalued mapping for all x,y G f/, The 
mapping T : H x H ^ H is said to be: 
(i) r-Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first argument, if there exists a 
constant r > 0 such that 
\\nx,.)-T{y,.)\\<T\\x-yl yx,y e H; 
(i) F is said to he ^ — H Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant ^ > 0 
such that 
H{F{x),F{y))<ax-yl \/x,yeH 
where //" : 2^ x 2^ —> (-oo, +oo)U{+oo} is the Hausdorff pseudo metric, i.e., 
H{A,B) = max{sup inf\\x -y\\,sup inf\\x - y||, VA,B e 2^}. 
Definition 1.3.3. Let F, A : H ^ H he two single-valued mappings. Then multi-
valued mapping M : H -^ 2^ is said to be: 
(i) monotone, if 
{u-v,x-y)>0, x,yedom{M), W E M{x),v E M{y); 
(ii) r-strongly monotone, if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
(u — v,x — y) > r||x - y\f, Vx, y E dom(M), u E M{x), v E M{y)] 
(iii) m-relaxed monotone, if there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
(u- v,x - y) > -m\\x - y||^, Vx, y E dom(M), u E M{x), v E M{y); 
(iv) maximal monotone, if and only if 
(a) M is monotone; 
(b) and for any x E dom{M) and uE E such that 
( u - u , a ; - y ) > 0, yy Edom{M),v E M{y); 
implies u E M{y); 
(v) F-monotone, if M is monotone and {F + XM){H) = H, for all A > 0. 
Definition 1.3,4 [140]. Let A : H ^ H and M : H -^ 2^ he any mappings on a 
real Hilbert space H. The map M is said to be ^-monotone if: 
(i) M is m-relaxed monotone, 
(ii) A + pM is maximal monotone for /) > 0 i.e., {A 4- pM) = X ior p > Q. 
Lemma 1.3.1 [140]. Let A : H -^ H he a, strongly monotone and M : H -^ 2" 
be v4-monotone. Then the resolvent operator J^^ : H —> H is ^_'^j^-Lipschitz 
continuous for 0 < p < —. 
Lemma 1.3.2. Let A : H ^ H he r-strongly monotone and M : H -^ 2^ he 
A-monotone with constant m. Then M is maximal monotone and the ^-resolvent 
operator J^ j^ : H -^ H associated with M and defined by 
r^,^{x) = {A + pMr'{x), yxeH, 
is ^-Lipschitz continuous for 0 < p < —, i.e., r - p M 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let A : H ^ H he a, r-strongly monotone and M : H -^ 2^ he an 
Amonotone operator. Then the resolvent operator J^ j^ is ^-Lipschitz continuous 
i.e., 
PiMi^) - JiM{y)\\ <-J^ - yl vx,yG/f, 
where J^^MI^) = (^ + pMy\ Vx e H. 
Definition 1.3.5. Let E be a real Banach space. Then 
(i) a mapping J : E ^ 2^* is called normalized duality mapping defined by 
J{x) = {feE'': (xj) = \\x\\\\f\\ andll/ll = ||x||, for all x e E} 
(ii) a mapping Jq : E ^ 2^* is called generalized duality mapping defined by 
J,{x) = {f^E*:{xJ) = \\xr and | |/ | | = | N r \ for all x^E}. 
For q = 2, the generalized duality mapping coincides with the normalized duahty 
mapping. 
Definition 1.3.6. A Banach space E is said to be uniformly smooth if for any given 
e > 0, there exists 5 > 0 such that 
\\x + y{\ + \\x - y\\ ^ ^ .^. 
holds. 
The function 
\x + y\\ - | |a^-y|| _ ^. Psit) = sup< 1 : \\x\\ = 1, 
is called the modulus of the smoothness of the space E. 
Remark 1.3.1. The space E is uniformly convex if and only if SE{e) > 0 for all 
e > 0, and it is uniformly smooth if and only if limi_^o ^ ^ = 0. 
Definition 1.3.7. The Banach space E is called q'-uniformly smooth, if there exists 
a constant C > 0 such that 
PE{t)<Cf, q>l. 
Lemma 1.3.4[148]. Let £• be a real uniformly smooth Banach space. Then E is 
^-uniformly smooth if and only if there exists a constant Cq > 0 such that for all 
x,yeE , 
\\x + yr<\\x\\'^ + q{y,J,{x)) + CM'-
Definition 1.3.8. Let i? be a uniformly smooth Banach space and T,A : E ^ E 
be two single-valued mappings. Then T is said to be (a,()-relaxed cocoercive with 
respect to A, if there exists constants a, { > 0 such that 
{T{x) - T{y), J,{A{x) - A{y))) > -a\\T{x) - T{y)\\'' + e||x - y | ^ Vx,y G E. 
Definition 1.3.9. Let £^  be a uniformly smooth Banach space and rj: E x E ^ E 
be two single-valued mapping. Then 
7 
(i) the single-valued mapping A : E -^ E is called r-strongly ?7-accretive if there 
exists a constant r > 0 such that 
{A{x) - A{y), J,(7/(x, y))) > r\\x - y||^ Vx, y e E. 
(ii) the set-valued mapping A : E —^ E is called m-relaxed 77-accretive, if there 
exists a constant m > 0 such that 
{u-v,Jq{r]{x,y)))>m\\x-yf, ^x.y^E, ueM{x), v e M(y). 
Remark 1.3.2. 
(i) If r = 0 and equahty holds if and only if x = y, then (i) of Definition 1.3.9 
reduces to the definition of strictly r/-accretive mappings. 
(ii) If r]{x,y) = x — y, then (i) of Definition 1.3.9 reduces to the definition of 
r-strongly accretive mappings. 
Definition 1.3.10. Let T,F : E ^ E he two single-valued mappings. T is said to 
be: 
(i) accretive, if 
{T{x)-T{y),J,{x-y))>0, Wx,y e E; 
(ii) strictly accretive, if T is accretive and {T{x) — T{y), Jg{x — y)) = 0 if and only 
if X = y. 
(iii) r-strongly accretive, if there exists a constant r > 0 such that 
(T(x) - T{y), J,{x -y))>r\\x- yW^, ^ x,y e E; 
(iv) s-strongly accretive with respect to F, if there exists a constant s > 0 such 
that 
(r(x) - T{y), J,{F{x) - F{y))) > s\\x - y\\\ V x,y e E. 
Definition 1,3.11. Let T] : E x E ^ E. Then the set-valued mapping M : E -^ 2^ 
is said to be: 
(i) accretive, if 
{u - V, Jg{x -y)) >0, y x,y e E, ue M{x), v e M{y); 
(ii) 7]-accretive, if 
( w - u , J q ( r ] ( x - y ) ) ) > 0 , \J x.y^E, ueM{x), v e M{y)-
(iii) strictly r/-accretive, if M is ?]-accretive and equality holds if and only ii x = y; 
(iv) a-strongly r/-accretive, if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
{u - V, Jq{rj{x - y))) > a\\x - y\\i, y x,y e E, M e M{x), v G M{y); 
(v) m-relaxed ?7-accretive, if there exists a constant m > 0 such that 
{u - V, Jq{r]{x - y))) > -m\\x - yH*^ , y x,y ^ E, M G M{x), v G M{y). 
Definition 1.3.12. Let X be real Hausdorff topological vector space. A nonempty 
subset P of A' is called convex cone if (i) P + P = P, (ii) XP c P for all A > 0. Let 
y be a topological vector space and P C y be a cone. 
A cone is said to be a pointed cone if P n ( - P ) = {0}. The cone P induces an 
order in Y which is defined as follows: 
x<y-^y-xGP 
The ordering is anti-symmetrical if P is pointed. 
Definition 1.3.13. Let X be a nonempty subset of M" is said to be invex atuGX 
with respect to r] : X x X -^ R", if for all x,u e X,t e [0,1], u -I- tr]{x, u) € X. 
Definition 1.3.14. The non-differentiable function f : X -^W is said to be invex 
with respect to rj: X x X ^W\ if 
fi{x) - m > ffiiix,u), V C, G dfiiu), yx,ueX 
where dfi{u) denote the Clarke's generalized gradient of fi at u. 
9 
Definition 1.3.15. The non-differentiable function / : X ^ M" is said to be: 
(i) strictly-invex with respect to 7/ : X x X —)• M", if 
fi{x) - fi{u) > ^fr](x, u), V Ci G dfi{u), Vxy^ueX; 
(ii) pseudo-invex with respect to 77 : X x X —> R", if 
Mx) - Mu) < 0 ^ ^fv{x,u) < 0, V 6 e dMu), yx,ue x. 
Lemma 1.3.5 (Fan). Let D be an arbitrary nonempty subset of Hausdorff topo-
logical vector space X. Let the set-valued mapping i^  : D -> 2^ be a KKM mapping 
such that F{u) is closed for all M G D and is compact for at least one u & D. Then 
n ^w=0-
u€D 
Lemma 1.3.6.(Nadler[106]). Let {X, \\.\\) be a normed vector space and H be 
a Hausdorff metric on the collection C{X) of all closed and bounded subset of X, 
induced by metric d in terms of d{u, v) = ||u — t;||, which is defined by 
H{A, B) — max{supinf\\x - y\\,supinf\\x — y II, yA,Be2"}. 
for all A,Be C{X). If A and B are compact sets in X, then for each u e A, there 
exists a V E B such that 
\\u-v\\<H{A,B). 
Lemma 1.3.7.(Minty's Lemma). Let £• be a reflexive real Banach space, D a 
nonempty closed convex subset of E and E* the dual of E. Let T : D ^ E* he a 
monotone and hemicontinuous operator. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) there exists anuo E D such that 
{T{uo),v-uo)>0, yveD-
(ii) there exists an UQ E D such that 
{T{v),v-Uo) >0 , y veD. 
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Definition 1.3.16. Let D be a subset of a topological vector space X. Then 
set-valued mapping F : D -» 2^ is called KKM-mapping, if for each non empty 
finite subset A'^  of D, coN C F{N), where co denotes the convex hull and F{N) = 
U{F{u) -.ueN} 
Definition 1.3.17. Let X, Y be the Banach space, K be a nonempty subsets of X, 
then a mapping f : K -^Y is said to be hemicontinuous, if for any fixed x,y ^ K, 
the mapping t —)• f{x + t{y - x)) is continuous at 0"^ . 
Remark 1.3.3. The continuity of / imphes hemicontinuity, but converse is not 
true in general. 
Definition 1.3.18. LetT -.K ^ L{X, Y) &ndr]: K x K -^ X he two mapping. T 
is said to be r] -pseudomonotone, if for any x,y e K, 
{Tx,r]{y,x) >c {Ty,rj{x,y)) <c 0. 
where a>cb means a-b & c and a <cb means b — a ^ c. 
Remark 1.3.4. If r]{x,y) = y - x then ?7-pseudomonotone of T reduces to 
pseudomonotonicity of T. 
Definition 1.3.19. Let T : K ^ L{X, Y) and rj : K x K -^ X he two mappings. 
T is said to be properly r;-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type if for all m G A^  
m 
for all vectors ^1,^ 21 Vm € K, are scalers Xi > 0,i = 1,2, ...m with ^ A j = 1 
1=1 
m 
and u = ^XiVi, {Tu,rj{vi,u)) >c 0 holds for some i. T is said to be properly 
i=l 
77-quasimonotone of Minty type if for vectors Vi,V2,...Vm £ K and scalars Aj > 
m ' m 
0, A = 1,2, ...m with ^ Ai = 1 and u = Yl ^i'^i^ ( '^^ 1 vi'^ii •")) ^c 0 holds for some 
1=1 1=1 
i. 
Remark 1.3.5. If r]{vi,u) = v^ - u then the above becomes the definition of 
properly quasimonotone of Stampacchia type and properly quasimonotone of Minty 
type respectively. 
Definition 1.3.20. Let {Q,A,fJ.) is a complete a finite measure space and £• is a 
separable real Banach space and B{E) the class of Borel a-fields in E. A mapping 
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X : ^  ^ E is said to be measurable if for any B e B{E), {t E ft : x{t) E B} C A. 
Definition 1.3.21. A mapping F : ^ x E -^ E is called a random mapping, if 
for any x e E, F{t, x) = y{t) is measurable. A random mapping F is said to be 
continuous (linear, bounded) if for any t G 0, the mapping F[t,.) : E -^ E is 
continuous (linear, bounded respectively). 
Similarly we can define a random mapping b: flxExE-^E. We shall write 
Ft{x) = F{t,x{t)) and bt{x,y) = b{t,x(t),y{t)) for alU £ Omega and x{t),y{t) € E. 
It is well known that measurable mapping is necessarily a random mapping. 
Definition 1,3.22. A multi-valued mapping G : fl ^ 2^ is said to be measurable 
mapping, if for any E e B{E), G'^ = {t e n : G{t) n E ^ (f)} E A. 
Definition 1.3.23. A mapping u : Ct ^ E is called a measurable selection of 
a multi-valued measurable mapping F : fi ^ 2^, if u is measurable and for any 
teQ,u{t) er{t). 
Definition 1.3.24. A fuzzy mapping F : fl -^ ^{H) is called measurable, if for 
any a G (0,1], [F{.))a : fi —> 2^ is a measurable multivalued mapping. 
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CHAPTER 2 
VARIATIONAL INCLUSION PROBLEMS 
INVOLVING A-MONOTONE AND 
(A, 7])-ACCRETIVE MAPPINGS 
2.1. Introduction 
Resolvent operator type technique have in the hterate for a while in the context 
of solving problems from several fields of research, including variational problem, op-
timization and control theory, 'bperation research,complementarity problem, mathe-
matical programming and engineering sciences, while the application of generahzed 
resolvent operator technique are less explored since it involves the general notion of 
A-monotonicity introduced by the Verma [140]. When infact generalize maximal 
monotonicity to Hilbert spaces and beyond. Just recently Liu et al.[102] apphed the 
generalized resolvent operator technique involving j4-monotone mapping. 
Section 2.2 begin with the study of variational inclusion problems involving 
yl-monotone mappings in Hilbert spaces, considered and studied by Verma [136]. 
Section 2.3 deals with the results on the system of nonlinear A-monotone mul-
tivalued variational inclusions due to H. Y. Lan, J. H. Kim and Y. J. Cho [89]. 
In the Section 2.4, we study the problems on (^, 77)-accerative mappings and 
set-valued variational inclusion with relaxed cocoercive mapping in Banach spaces, 
considered and studied by H. Y. Lan [90]. 
Finally, in the Section 2.5, we study the more general problem considered and 
studied by M. M. Jin [79]. 
2.2 General nonlinear variational inclusions problems 
involving A-monotone mappings 
Most of the material of this section mainly based on the work of Ram U. Verma 
[136] which is the generalization of the problems [102,lo3,141,147]. He gave the 
solvability of a class of nonlinear variational inclusions based on the generalized 
resolvent operator technique. 
Let H be the real Hilbert space, M : H -^ 2^ he a nonlinear mapping and 
S,T : H —> H he any two mappings. 
Then the problem of finding an element a ^  H, for a given element x e H such 
that 
xeS{a)-T{a) + M{a), (2.2.1) 
is called nonlinear variation inclusion (NVI) problem. 
For T = 0, the Problem (2.2.1) reduces to the following problem: 
Find an element a ^  H such that 
xeS{a) + Mia). (2.2.2) 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space. Let A : H -^ H he ri-strongly 
monotone and a-Lipschitz continuous. Let M : H ^ 2^ he ^monotone. Let 
S : H -^ H he r-strongly monotone with respect to A and /x- Lipschitz continuous 
and letT : H -^ H he s-Lipschitz continuous. If, in addition, there exists a positive 
constant p such that 
\ / Q ; 2 _ 2pr + /)2^2 4- p5 < (j^ - piji^j^ 
r — ri(m + s) y/{r -ri{m + s))^ — {iJ?{m + s)y(a'^ - ri] 
IJ? — {m + s)2 p? - [m + s) 
r > ri(m + s) + y (/i^  - (m + sy{a'^ - rf)), 
p> {m + s), ps <ri - pm, and a > ri. 
then the (NVI) Problem (2.2.1) has a unique solution. 
Before proving this theorem we need the following lemma: 
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space, A : H —> H he strongly monotone, 
M : H ^ 2^ he A-monotone mapping and T,S : H ^ H he any mappings. Then 
following are equivalent: 
(i) an element a G if is a solution of (NVI) Problem (2.2.1); 
(ii) there is an element a ^ H such that 
a = J^j^^{A{a) - p{S{a) — T{a) + px), where p > 0; 
(in) a mapping Q* : H -> H defined by 
Q*{u) = (1 - t)u + tr^^MiM^) - p{S{u) - T{u)) + px) 
has a fixed point a ^ H. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.2.1. Let us define mapping S* by 
S*{a) = JiJA{a) - p{S{a) - T{a)) + px], 
then for any element u,v e H we have from Lemma 2.2.1 that 
\\S*iu) - S*{v)\\ < -^—[\\A{u) - A[v) - p{S{u) - S{v)) + p{T{u) - r(t;))||], 
ri — pm 
since 
\\A{u) - A{v) - p[S{u) - S{v)]\\' = \\A{u) - A{v)f - 2p{S{u) - S{v),A{u) - A{v)) 
+p^S{u) - S{v)r 
< {a^-2pv + p'^p,^)\\u-vf 
and p\\T{u) - T{v)\\ < ps\\u - v\\, it follows that 
\S*{u) - S*(v)\\ < ^ (Ja^-2pr + p^^^ + ps) \ 
r^ — om V / 
\u — v\\. 
ri — pm ' " 
Hence, 5* is a contraction. This implies that there exists a unique element a G H 
such that 
S*{a) - a, 
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which means, by Lemma 2.2.1, 
a = r^^^{A{a)-p{S{a))~T{a)) + px), 
where p > 0. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let H be a real Hilbert space. Let A : H -)• H he ri-strongly 
monotone and a-Lipschitz continuous. Let M : H -^ 2^ he A-monotone. Let 
S : H -^ H he r-strongly monotone and /i-Lipschitz continuous. If, In addition, 
there exists a positive constant p such that 
A/Q-^  — 2pr + p'^p? < (ri - pm), 
r — Tim 
P~ "2 2 p? — im? 
r < rim + A/(^^ — m'^){a'^ - r^), 
p > m, and a > ri, 
then the (NVI) Problem (2.2.2) has a unique solution. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2.L 
2.3 System of nonlinear ^-monotone multi-valued 
variational inclusions 
The goal of this section is to study a system of nonhnear A-monotone multi-
valued variational inclusions in Hilbert space given by H. Y. Lan, J. K. Kim and 
Y. J. Cho [89].By using the concept and properties of A-monotone mappings and the 
resolvent operator technique associated with A-monotone mappings due to Verma, 
we study iterated algorithm for solving this system of nonlinear multi-valued varia-
tional inclusions associated with yl-monotone mappings in Hilbert space. 
We also prove the existence of solutions for the nonhnear multi-valued varia-
tional inclusions and the convergence of iterative sequences generated by the algo-
rithm. Results of this section improve and generalize many known and corresponding 
results of [24,41,43140,141,149]. 
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Let Hi, H2 be two real Hilbert spaces, S : Hi x H2 ^ Hi, T : Hi x H2 -^ H2, 
p : Hi ^ Hi and q : H2 ^ H2 be single-valued mappings. E : Hi -^ 2^^ 
F : H2 -^ 2^2 bg i^wQ multi-valued mappings. Let Ai : Hi -^ Hi, A2 : H2 -^ H2, 
M : Hi ^ 2"\ and N : H2^2^^, be nonlinear mappings, f : Hi ^ Hi, g : H2 ^ 
H2 be nonlinear mappings with f{Hi) n dom{M) ^ ^ and g'(if2) H dom{N) ^ 0, 
respectively. 
Then the problem of finding [x,y) ^ Hi x H2, u e E[x), v G F{y), such that 
Oe5(p(x),i;) + M(/(x)), 
(2.3.1) 
QeT{u,q{y)) + N{g{y)), 
is called the system of generalized nonlinear multi-valued variational inclusion prob-
lems. 
Some special cases: 
(i) l{p = q = f = g = I, the identity mapping, the Problem (2.3.1) is equivalent 
to the following system of set-valued variational inclusion problem: 
Find {x,y) e Hi x H2, u G E{x), v e F{y) such that 
OeS{x,v) + M{x), 
(2.3.2) 
O^T{u,y) + N{y), 
which is considered by Huang and Fang [62]. 
(ii) \i E : Hi ^ Hi and F : H2 -^ H2 are two single-valued mappings, then 
the Problem (2.3.2) collapses to the following system of nonlinear variational 
inclusion problem: 
Find {x,y) e Hi x H2, such that 
OeS{x,F{y) + M{x), 
(2.3.3) 
OeT{E{x),y) + N{y), 
which is considered by Verma [140] with E — F — L 
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(iii) If M{x) = d(j){x) and N{y) = d(j){y) for all x e Hi and y G H2, where 
(f) : Hi -^ R U {00} and tp : Hi ^ Ru {00} are two proper, convex and lower 
semicontinuous functional, and d(() and dip denote the subdifferential operator 
of (f) and ip, respectively, then the Problem (2.3.3) reduces to following problem: 
Find {x, y) e Hi X H2 such that 
{Six,F{y)),a-x) + (f){a)-(l){x)>0, \/a e Hi 
(2.3.4) 
{T{E{x), y),b-y) + (j>{b) - (^{y) > 0, V6 e H^ 
which is called system of mixed variation inequahties. Some special case of 
Problem (2.3.4) can be found in [141]. Further \i E = F = I, then the 
Problem (2.3.4) reduces to the system of nonlinear variational inequalities 
problem considered by cho et at. [24]. 
(iv) If M{x) = dSx^ix) and N{y) = dSK^iv) for all x G /Ti and y G K2 where Ki 
and i^2, respectively are nonempty closed convex subset of Hi and H2 and 
d^Ki and 85^^ denote indicator functions of Ki and K2, respectively, then the 
Problem (2.3.4) becomes to determining an element (x,y) ^ Ki x K2 such 
that 
{S{x,F{y)),a-x)>0, M a e Ki 
(2.3.5) 
( r ( £ ; ( x ) , y ) , 6 - y ) > 0 , V 5GX2 
which is just the problem in [84] when E and F are single-valued and E = 
F^I. 
(v) liHi = H2 = H,Ki=K2^ K, S{x,F{y)) = pF{y) + x-y and T{E{x),y) = 
\E{x) + y - X. for all x,y e H where p> 0 and A > 0 are two constant, then 
the Problem (2.4.5) is equivalent to finding an element (x, y) e K x K such 
that 
{pF{y) + x~y,a-x)>0, \f a e K 
(2.3.6) 
{XE{x)+y-x,b-y) > 0, \/ b e K 
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which is the system of nonhnear variational inequaUties considered by Verm.a 
[141] with E = F. 
(vi) U X = y,E = F and p = X then the Problem (2.3.6) reduces to the following 
classical nonlinear variational inequahty problem: 
Find an element x £ K such that 
{F{x),z-x) > 0 . V z e K 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let Hi and Hi be two real Hilbert spaces. Suppose that Ai : Hi -^ 
Hi and A2 : H2 ~^ H2 are strictly monotone, M : Hi -^ 2^^ is Ai- monotone and 
N -.Hi^ 2^2 is A2-monotone. Let S : HiX H2 -^ Hi andT : HiX H2 -^ H2 be any 
two single-valued mappings, p, f : Hi -¥ Hi and q, g : H2 ^ H2 be any nonlinear 
mappings with f{Hi) n dom{M) ^ 0 and g{H2) n dom{N) ^ 0, respectively and 
E : Hi -^ 2^1 and F : H2 ^ 2^^ be any two multi-valued mappings. Then a given 
element {x,y,u,v) e Hi x H2 is a solution to the Problem (2.3.1) if and only if 
{x, y, u, v) satisfies 
f{x) = J'^^^^{Ai{f{x))-pS{p{x),v)\ 
9{y) = JLNiM9{y))-mu,<i{y))), 
where p > Oand A > 0 are two constant. 
Remark 2.3.1. Equation (2.3.7) can be written as 
x = il~ii)x + ^i[x - fix) + J^^_^(Ai(/(x) - pS{p{x),v))], 
y = {l-p)y + u[y - g{y) + J\^^N[A2{gy)) - XT{u, q{y)))], 
where 0 < /i, J^  < 1 are two parameters and p, A > 0 are constants. 
(2.3.7) 
(2.3.8) 
The fixed point formulation enables us to suggest the following iterative 
algorithm. 
Algorithm 2.3.1. Assume that Hi,H2,Ai,A2,M,N,S,T,pJ,q,g,E and F are 
the same as in the Problem (2.3.1). For any given {xo,yo) e Hi x H2, we choose 
uoeE{xo),VoeF{yo) and let 
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xi = (1 - H)XQ + ii[xo - f{xo) + ^^i,M(^i(/(a^o)) - pS{p{xo),vo))] + fido, 
yi = {l- iy)yo + i^[yo - g{yo) + J^^^N{A2{g{yo)) - XT{uo,q{yo)))] + UCQ, 
Since UQ e F{xo) and VQ G -F(yo), for any xi ^ Hi, yi e H2, by Nadler [106], there 
exists ui € F{xi), Vi e F{yi) such that 
| | t ^o -^ i | |< ( l + l)i?2(F(?/o),i^(?/i)). 
Let 
' X2 = (1 - ^)xi + fi[xi - /(xi) + J ^ J , M ( ^ I ( / ( X I ) - pSip{xi), vi))] + iidi, 
2/2 = (1 - iy)yi + t^ [t/i - giyi) + Ji^AMgiyi)) - XTiuugiyi)))] + ue^. 
continuing this way, we can obtain the sequences {xn}, {Vn} satisfying 
Xn+l = (1 - M)Xn + /x[Xn - / ( x „ ) + J^ i ,M(^ l ( / ( ^ r^ ) - pS{p{Xn),Vn))] + l^dn, 
yn+l = (1 - U)yn + P[yn - g{yn) + ^ ^ 2 , iV(^2(p(2/n)) - AT(u„, g(2/„)))] + VEn 
(2.3.9) 
and choose M„+I e E{xn+i) and u^+i G F(y„+i) such that 
|wn - Un+i\\ < (1 + (n + l)-i)i^i(E(x„),£;(x„+i)), 
n = 0, l ,2,3 (2.3.10) 
\\Vn - Vn+l\\ < (1 + (n + \Y')H2{F{yn), nVn+l)), 
where 0 < p^u < .1 are two parameters and p, A > 0 are constant, dn G Hi, 
Cn ^ H2 {n > 0) are errors to take into account a possible inexact computation 
of the resolvent operator point, and Hi is the Hausdorff Pseudo-metric on 2^' for 
2=1 ,2 . 
Remark 2.3.2. If we choose suitable /i, u, dn, e„, Ai,A2, M, N, T,p, f, q, g, E, F and 
Hi, H2, then Algorithm 2.3.1 can be degenerated to a number of algorithms involving 
many known algorithms which due to classes of variational inequalities, complemen-
tarity problems and variational inclusions. 
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Existence and convergence theorems: 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let Hi and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces. Suppose that Ai : Hi -^ 
Hi is ri-strongly monotone and ai-Lipschitz continuous and A2 : H2 -^ H2 is r2-
strongly monotone and a;2-Lipschitz continuous, M : Hi ^ 2^^ is >li-monotone with 
constant mi and N : H2 -^ 2^^ jg ylj-monotone with constant 1712, S : H1XH2 -^ Hi 
is a single-valued mapping such that 5(., y) is (7, r)-relaxed cocoercive with respect 
to Ai and a-Lipschitz continuous in the first variable and S{x,.) is £)-Lipschitz 
continuous in the second variable for all (x, y) ^ Hi x H2, T : Hi x H2 -^ H2 
is a nonlinear mapping such that T{x,.) is {S, s)-relaxed cocoercive with respect 
to A2 and /?-Lipschitz continuous in the second variable and T{.,y) is r-Lipschitz 
continuous in the first variable for ah {x,y) G Hi x H2. Let p : Hi -^ Hi he 
A;-Lipschitz continuous, q : H2 ^ H2 he (-Lipschitz continuous, f : Hi ^ Hi he K-
strongly monotone and e-Lipschitz continuous, g : H2 ~^ H2he ru-strongly monotone 
and £-Lipschitz continuous, E : Hi ^ C{Hi) be ^-i^i-Lipschitz continuous, F : 
H2 —>• C{H2) be 7]-i^2-Lipschitz continuous, where C{Hi) denotes the collection of 
closed subsets oi Hi fov i = 1,2. If, in addition, for every parameters //, i^  G (0,1], 
there exist, positive constants p and A such that 
T\—pmi 
^ ^ r i — />T77.o r2-pm2 
Xu^T < /i(l - fci)(r2 - Am2), PIJ^VQ < u{l - k2){ri - prrii), 
Z\\di - di^iW''-' < 00, E I | e i - e . - i | l ' " ' < o o VfcG(0,l), 
1=1 i = l 
hm dn = lim e^ = 0, 
V n—>oo n—>oo 
then the iterative sequences {xn}, {Vn}, M and {w„} generated by Algorithm 
2.3.1 converge strongly to x\y*,u* and v*, respectively, and {x*,y\u\v*) is a 
solution of the system of nonlinear multivalued variational inclusion (2.3.1). 
Proof. From (2.3.9) and Lemma 1.3.2 
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||a;„4-l -XnW = i|(l - IJ.)Xn + ll[Xn- f{Xn) + JA,,M(.^iifM) - pS{p{Xn),Vn))] 
+ lldn - {(1 - /x)x„_i + ll[Xn-l - f{Xn-l) 
+ ^Ai,M(^l( / (3^n-l ) ) - pS{p{Xn-l),Vn-l))] + / i ( ^ n - l } | | 
< (1 - fi)\\Xn - Xn-l\\ + n\\Xn - Xn-l - U{Xn) - / ( x „ _ i ) ) | | 
+l^\\JA„M^MfM - pS{v{Xn),Vn)) - J ^ ^ , ^ ( ^ i ( / ( x „ _ i ) ) 
-pS{p{Xn-\),Vn^l))\ + / i | | 4 - d „ _ i | | 
< (1 - p)\Xr, - X„^i| | + /i||Xn - Xn-\ - ( / ( ^ n ) - / ( x „ _ i ) ) | | 
+ ; : ^ P i ( / ( a : n ) ) - Ai(/(x„_i)) - p[^(p(a;„),t;„) - 5(p(x„_i),^„) 
+ ;;T^II'^(Ka^n-i),u„) - 5(p(2;„_i),u„_i)|| + ^ | | 4 - 4 - i . | | 
(2.3.12) 
Since / is 7r-strongly monotone and e-Lipschitz continuous, F is 77-7]r2-Lipschitz 
continuous, A\ is ai-Lipschitz continuous, p is K-Lipschitz continuous and S{.,y) 
is (7, r)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to Ai and a-Lipschitz continuous in the 
first variable and S{x,.) is ^-Lipschitz continuous in the second variable for all 
{x,y) G F i X H2, from (2.3.10) we get 
I p n — Xn-i — {jyXn) ~ J[Xn~l)}\\ — \\Xn ~ Xn-l]] ~~ ^ \Xn — X^-i, J[Xn) " )\Xn-\]) 
+ ||/(x„)-/(x„_i)|P 
< ( l -27r + e2)| |x,-x„_i| |2 
(2.3.13) 
and 
| | 5 (p (Xn- l ) , ^^n ) - ' 5 (p (x„_ i ) ,V„_ l ) | | < Q\Vn-Vn-l\ 
< \\g{l + n-')H{F{yn),F{yn-i)) 
< r]Q{l + n~'^)\\yn-yn-i\\ 
(2.3.14) 
and 
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\\A^{f{Xn) - ^ l ( / ( x „ _ i ) ) - p[S{piXn),Vn) " S{p{x 
= P l ( / ( X „ ) ) - Ai{f{Xn-.l))f+p'\\S{p{Xn),Vn) - S{pix^.,), Vn)f 
-2p{S{p(Xn),Vn) - S{p{Xn-l),Vn),Ai{f{Xn)) - Ai{f{Xn-l))) 
< C^iWfM - f{Xn-l)r+p'a'\\p{Xn)-p{Xn-l)r - 2 p [ - 7 | b ( ^ n ) " p ( x „ - l ) f 
+r\\f{Xn) - fiXn-lW] 
= {aj - 2pr)\\f{xn) - /(xn-i)lP + (pV^ + 2p7)|b(x„) - p(x„_i)|p 
< (a^e^ - 2pre2 + 2p-(K^ + pV2«;^)||xn - Xn-iW^ 
from (2.3.12)-(2.3.15), we have 
(2.3.15) 
\Xn+l-Xn\\ < [(1 - A^) + pVl - 271 + e2 
-^^::^^a?e2-2/9re2 + 2/97^2 + PV2K2]||2.^ _ 2;^_j| 
= 6'||a:„-x„_i|| + hn\\yn-yn-i\\ + / i | | 4 - 4 - i | 
where ^ = 1 — /^(l — /ci), 
(2.3.16) 
y 2 \/Q:I€2 _ 2pre2 + 2p7K;2 + p2(j2^2 
fi - pmi 
On = ( 1 + n ). 
Ti — pm\ 
Similarly, by the assumption oig,E,A2,q,T{.,.),we can obtain 
bn - 2/n-lll - {g{yn) - 9{yn-l)\? <{1~2W + E'')\\yn ' yn-lf. 
\T{UnA[yn)-T[nn-xA{Vn)\\ < T | | U „ - M „ _ I | | 
< r ( l + n-^)F(^(a:„),^(a;„_i)) (2.3.17) 
< ^T{1 + n-^)\\Xn - Xn-l\\ 
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\\A2{g{yn)) - A2{g{yn-i) - A[T(u„_i,g(y^)) - X\T{un-i,q{yn) - T{un-i,q{yn-i 
< {ale' - 2Xse' + 2XS<;' + X'Ph')\\yn - y„-i|P 
and 
\\yn+i~yn\\ < {I - iy)\\yn - Vn-iW + i^Wyn - Vn-i - (giyn) - giyn-i))\\ 
-X[T{Un-,Uq{yn)) - T{Un-l, q{yn-l))]\\ 
Xu 
T2—\m2 \T{un, qivn) - r(u„_i, q{yn)II + i^ ll 6n 6n,—1 
< [{I - U) + Uy/l - 2w + £^ 
V«2£ ' - 2A5£2 + 2A^ <;2 + A2^V]||X„ - Xn-l\ 
r2—pm2 
(2.3.18) 
+ ; ^ ( 1 + ^' ')ll^n - 2:„_i|| + u\\en - e„_i|| 
+ ^Vn - yn-i|| + an||x„ - x„_i|| + i |^|e„ - e„_i||, 
where '0 = 1 — //(I — k2), 
k2 = VI - 2w + £^ + -^-^ , 
2 - p m 2 
an = ^—(1 + n ). 
^2 - Am2 
Now from (2.3.16) and (2.3.18) imply that 
| | a ; „ + l - X „ | | + | | y n + l - y n | | < {an + 0)\\Xn - Xn-l\\ + {bn + ^)\\yn - Vn-lW 
+ IJ,\\dn - dn-l\\ + I^||e„ - Cn-lll 
< t n ( | | x „ - X „ _ i | | ) 4 - | | y n - y n - l | | ) 
+/ i | |4 - 4 - i | | + z |^|e„ - e„_i||, 
(2.3.19) 
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where tn = max {an+ 0, 6„ + 'i9}, V n = l,2, 
Letting t = max{a + 6^ , b + 'd}, where a = i^:—^, b ^  fi:;:^^^, 
then tn ^ t, an -^ a and 6„ —> 6 as n —)• oo. From condition (2.3.11), we know that 
0 < t < 1 and hence there exist no > 0 and to G (i, 1) such that tn < to for all 
n > UQ. Therefore, it follows from (2.3.19) that 
\W+l - Xn\\ -V hn+l - VnW < tno{\\{Xn - Xn-l\\ + WVn - Vn-lW) 
+fi\\dn - 4 - 1 I I +i^||e„ - en-i||,Vn > no. 
This implies that 
\Xn+l - Xn\\ + \\yn+l " VnW < ^0 " " ( l ^ n o + l - 2 ;„J | + \\yno+l - Vnol 
n—no 
n-no 
+^ E 0^ ^n-o-i), Vn > no 
i - i 
where in = ||c?n —c^n-i||, ^n = | |en-en-i| | for ah n > UQ. Hence, for any m > n > no, 
we have 
m - l 
\\Xm - Xn\\ + WVm - VnW < E ( l l^i+1 " ^i | l ll?/i+l " ^^11) II 
m—1 
< E ^0 " ° ( l k n o + l - 2:noll + | |yno+l " U^ no I 
TD,—1 r i—no 
+M E E ^r^ i^-(i-i) 
m—1 ri—no . 
+1^  E E 4"^^i-(j-i) 
i=n '- j = l 
m—1 
< E 4 " ° ( l k n o + l - 2 :„J | + | |yno+l - 2/nol 
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m—1 r i—no 
i=n t' 3 = 1 0 
m—1 r i—iiQ 
+ ^ E^0 E^feM 
(2.3.20) 
Since Y^tik ' < oo and Y,hk ' < oo, V/c G (0,1) and o^ < 1, it follows from 
1=1 i = l 
(2.3.20) that \\xm - x^W -> 0 and Wy^ - y„|| ^ 0 as n -> oo and so {xn} and {y„} 
are both Cauchy sequences in Hi and H2, respectively. Thus, there exist x* G H^ 
and y* e 1/2 such that x„ ^ x* and yn ^  y* as n -^ 00. 
Now we prove that u„ -s- M* e £^ (x*) and u„ -)• u* e F{y*). In fact, it follows 
from (2.3.14) and (2.3.17) that {u„} and {vn} are also Cauchy sequences. Let 
Un -> u* and ?;„-)• v*, respectively. In the sequel, we will show that u* G E{x*) and 
V* e i^(y*). Noting u^ e E{xn), we have 
d{u*,E{x*)) = inf{\\un-z\\:zeE{x*)} 
< \\u*-Un\\+d{Un,E{x*)) 
< \\u* - u„ H{E{xn),E{x*)) 
< \\U* - Un\\ + (\\Xn - X* 0 
Hence d{u*,E{x*)) = 0 and therefore u* G E{x*). Similarly, we can prove that 
V* e Fiy*). 
By continuity, (2.3.9) and hm dn = lim e,j = 0, it is easy to see that x*,y*,u*,v* 
satisfy the following relation n-^00 n—>oo 
' f{x*) = J'A„MiMf{xn)-pS{p{x%V*)), 
< 
. 9{f) = JLN{M9{f))-mu\qiy*))-
It follows from Lemma 2.3.1 that {x*,y*, u*, v*) is a solution of the system of gener-
ahzed multivalued variational inclusion Problem (2.3.1). This completes the proof. 
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Theorem 2.3.2. Suppose that Hi, H2,p, q, f, g, E and F are the same in Theorem 
2.3.1. Let K\ : H\ —> H^ be ri-strongly monotone and c^i-Lipschitz continuous and 
K2 : H2 ^ H2 be r2-strongly monotone and a2-Lipschitz continuous, M : Hi -^ 2^^ 
be Ki- monotone and N : H2 -^ 2^^ be K2-nionotone, S : Hi x H2 -^ Hi he a single 
-valued mapping such that S{.,y) is (7, r)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to Ki and 
(j-Lipschitz continuous in the first variable and S{x,.) is ^-Lipschitz continuous in 
the second variable for all {x,y) e Hi x H2, T : Hi x H2 -^ H2 he a. nonhnear 
mapping such that T{x,.) is {5, s)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to K2 and /?-
Lipschitz continuous in the second variable and T{.,y) is r-Lipschitz continuous in 
the first variable for all {x, y) e Hi x H2. If for every parameter /i, z^  G (0,1], there 
exists positive constant p and A such that 
fci = Vl - 27r + e2 + r^  ^ y^aje'^ - 2pre'^ + pV^/t^ _(_ p2^2^2 < i^ 
k2 = Vl-2w + e^ + r^W^^l^^ - 2Ase2 + 2XS^^ + X^p\'^ < 1, 
Xu^T < p.r2{l-ki), pij,rjQ<uri{l-k2), 
J2 \\di - di-if~' <oo, 
i=i 
Z\\ei-ei-if" <oo Vfce(0,l), 
1=1 
lim dn = hm e„ = 0 
and the resolvent operator J^^ j ^ and J^^ ^ are the same as in Lemma L3.3, 
fi, u,p,X,dn, Bn are the same as in (2.3.9), then the iterative sequences {a;„}, {y„}, {«„} 
and {vn} generated by the following iteration; 
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Xn+1 = (1 - fi)Xn + fJ-iXn " f{Xn) + J^^^;v^(^l ( / ( x „ ) ) - pS{p{Xn),Vn))] + pdn, 
Vn+l = (1 - l^)yn + l^[yn - Q^Vn) + J^.A^MUn)) - XT{Un, qijjn)))] + t^Bn, 
< Un+1 e £;(a;„+i),||u„-u„+i|| < {I + {n + l)~^)Hi{E{xn), E{xn+i)), 
Vn+l eF{yn+i),\\vn-Vn+i\\ < (1 + (n + l)-^)i22(i^(?/„),F(y„+i)), 
I n = 0,l,2,---
(2.3.21) 
converge strongly to x*,y*,u* and v*, respectively and {x*,y*,u*,v*) is a solution 
of the Problem (2.3.1). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [89]. 
2.4. (A, 7])-accerative mappings and set-valued variational 
inclusions with relaxed cocoercive mappings in 
Banach space 
In this section we study the concept of [A, 77)-accretive mappings, some prop-
erties of (yl, ?y)-mappings and resolvent operator associated with (yl, 7;)-accerative 
mapping which are used to establish some results due to H. Y. Lana [90]. 
Let E be the real Banach space, F : E x E -)• E he a. single-valued mapping, 
S,V : E :—)• CB{E) be a set-valued mappings and M :£'—)• 2^ be a nonlinear 
mapping such that g{E) n dom{M) ^ 0. For any given a & E. 
We consider the problem of finding x ^ E,u ^ S{x), w £ V{x) such that 
aeF{u,w) + M{g{x)) (2.4.1) 
The problem (2.4.1) is considered by Pen [122], which includes a number of varia-
tional inclusions and nonlinear variational inequalities as special cases, see for ex-
amples [3, 5, 33, 44, 45, 63, 70, 92, 122, 139, 140, 145]. 
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li S,V : E -^ E is single-valued, the Problem (2.4.1) can be replaced by finding 
X E: E such that 
aeF{S{x),V{x)) + M{g{x)). (2.4.2) 
First we discuss some definitions and results. 
Definition 2,4.1. Let E be the real Banach space and A : E ^ E, r] : E x E -^ E 
be two single-valued operators. A set-valued mapping M :£'—)• 2^ is called {A, T])-
accretive if M is m-relaxed ?]-accretive and (^ 4 -f- pM){E) = E for every p > 0. 
Remark 2.4.1. 
(i) If m = 0, then Definition 2.4.1 reduces to the definition of (i/, r/)-accretive 
operator [47]. Which includes the generalized m-accretive operators [64], H-
accretive operator [44] and [40]. 
(ii) When E = H, Definition 2.4.1 reduces to the definition of (A, ?])-monotone 
operator, which is a new concept and induces the definition of A-monotone 
operator [139] and [140]. 
(iii) When m — 0 and E = H, Definition 2.4.1 reduces to the definition of 
(if, ?7)-monotone operators [38] and [45]. Which includes that of maximal 
7]- monotone operator [63] and classical maximal monotone operators [156]. 
Proposition 2.4.1. Let A : E ^ E he a, r-strongly r;-accerative mapping, {A,T])-
accerative mapping. Then 
(i) {x,u) e graph (M) if {u - v,Jg{T]{x,y))) > 0 holds for all {y,v) e graph(M), 
where graph (M) = {(a, b) e E x E : b e M{a)}. 
(i) The operator {A + pM)~^ is single-valued. 
Definition 2.4.2. Let A: E ^ Ehed. strictly 7]-accerative mapping and M : E -^ 
iP be an (A, 7])-accretive mapping. The resolvent operator J^'^^ : E ^ E is defined 
by 
j^:M = {A+pMr'{x), vxeE. 
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Remark 2.4.1. Resolvent operators associated with (yl, 77)-accretive mappings in-
clude as special case that corresponding resolvent operator associated with {H, r])-
accerative operator [47], (iif, 77)-monotone operator [38] and [45], i^-accerative oper-
ators [40] and [42], generalized m-accerative operators [64], maximal 77-monotone op-
erators [63], if-monotone operators [44]. >1-monotone operators [140], 77-subdifferential 
operator [3], the classical m-accerative and maximal monotone operator [156]. 
Proposition 2.4.2. Let E he a q'-uniformly smooth Banach space and r] : E x E ^ 
E be r-Lipschitz continuous, 4^ : £^  —>• £" be an r-strongly r]-accerative mapping 
and M ; £ —> 2^ be an (A, r])-accerative mapping. Then the resolvent operator 
J^'f^ : E ^ E IS ^ r^-Lipschitz continuous i.e., 
r — pm' 
where p € (0, —) is a constant. 
I<M(^) - <M(?/)II < r ^ l k - vl Vx,2/ e E, 
We mention the following lemma which transfers our problem into a fixed point 
problem. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let A: E ^ Ehe a. r-strongly r/-accerative mapping, M : E ^ 2^ 
is (i4,7])-accerative and F : E x E ^ E and S,V : E ^ CB{E) be any nonlinear 
mappings. Then for any given a G E, a given element {x,u,'w) is a solution to the 
Problem (2.4.1) if and only if {x,u,w) satisfies 
g{x) = < i ( ^ ( ^ ( x ) ) - p{Fiu, w) - a)) (2.4.3) 
where J^'^^ = {A + pM)-^ and p > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. The conclusion follows directly from Definition 2.4.2. 
Remark 2.4.2. (2.4.3) can be written as 
z = A{g{x)) - p{F{u,w) - a), g{x) = J^^tfi^), 
where 0 e -B is an any given element and p > 0 is a constant. By Nailer [106]. 
The fixed point formulation enables us to suggest the following iterative 
algorithm. 
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By using the resolvent operator technique associated with {A, ?7)-accretive map-
pings, we study an iterative algorithm for computing the approximate solutions of 
Problem (2.4.1). 
Algorithm 2.4,1. For any ZQ G E we can choose XQ G E such that sequences 
{Xn}, {Vn} and {«;„} satisfy 
Un G S{Xn),\\Un-Un+l\\ < [l + ~)H{S{Xn), S{Xn+l)), 
Wn e V{Xn), \\Wn - Wn+l|| < (1 + ;:;^)H{V{Xn), V{Xn+l)), 
Zn+l = A{g{Xn) - p{F{Un, Wn) - o) + e„, 
where p > 0 is a constant, a (^ E is any given element and e^ G -E is an error to 
take into account a possible inexact computation of the resolvent operator point for 
all n > 0 and H{.,.) is a Hausdorff metric on CB{E). 
Prom Algorithm (2.4.1), we have the following algorithm for solving Problem (2.4.2). 
Algorithm 2.4.2. For any ZQ G E, we can choose XQ G £ and obtain a sequence 
{xn} satisfying 
g{Xn) = J^'tti^n), Zn+i=A{g{Xn)-piF{S{Xn),V{Xn))-a) + en, 
where p> Q,a G E and e„ G E are the same as in Algorithm 2.4.1. 
Existence and convergence results: 
Theorem 2.4.1. let £^  be a ^-uniformly smooth Banach space and A : E -^ E 
be r-strongly 7?-accerative and a-Lipschitz continuous. Let S,V : E ^ CB{E) be 
^-^-Lipschitz continuous and <^-^-Lipschitz continuous and M : E —)• 2^ is [A, rj)-
accerative. Let g : E ^ E he {d, a)-relaxed cocoercive and /3-Lipschitz continuous, 
and F : E X E -^ E he Lipschitz continuous with respect to both argument with 
constant S > Q and e > 0, respectively, if there exists constants p > 0 such that 
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/i = 1 - ^ 1 - g« + (c, + dq)pi > Par-h'^-\ 
0 < maxi '^-^''^''~' r l 
X;||ei-ei_i||A;-^ <oo, V/ce(0,l) , lim e„ = 0, 
1=1 n—>cx) 
where Cg is the constant as in Lemma 1.3.4, then the iterative sequence {a;„}, {vn} 
and {wn} generated by Algorithm 2.4.1 converge strongly to x*,u* and w*, respec-
tively and (x*, u*, w*) is a solution of Problem (2.4.1). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [90]. 
From Theorem 2.4.1, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.4.2. Suppose that E, A, S, V, r], F and M are the same as in Theorem 
2.4.1. Let g : E ^ E he a-strongly and /9-Lipschitz continuous if there exists 
constant p > 0 such that 
h = l - ^ 1 - g" + Cqpi > (3ar-h'i-\ 
Y^ IJCi - ei_i||fc * < oo, V/c 6 (0,1), lim e„ = 0, 
where c^  is the constant as in Lemma 1.3.4, then the iterative sequences {xn}, {w„} 
and {wn} generated by Algorithm 2.4.1 converges strongly to x*,u* and w* respec-
tively, and {x*,u*,w*) is a solution of Problem (2.4.1). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [90]. 
Theorem 2.4.3. Let E,A,rj,M and g be the same as in Theorem 2.4.2. Let 
S,V : E ^ E he ^-Lipschitz continuous and <^-Lipschitz continuous respectively, 
and F : ExE ^ Ehe{s, l)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A and gi in the first 
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argument, {d, ^)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to A and gi in the second argument 
and Lipschitz continuous with respect to both argument with constant 5 > 0 and 
e > 0, respectively, where gi : E ^ E is defined by 
^i(x) = AQg{x) = A{g{x)) for all x £ E, if there exist constant p > 0 such that 
/i = 1 - (1 - g" + Cqp'^y^ > 0, r > pm, 
p9/?9 - qp{l + Q- sS%i - dele;'}) + 2'^c^p'^{5%'^ + e9<^9) 
CX) 
X; Iki - e,_i ||A;-' < oo, Vfc e (0,1), lim e^  = 0 
where Cg is the constant as in Lemma 1.3.4, then the iterative sequence [xn] gen-
erated by Algorithm 2.4.2 converges strongly to the unique solution x* of Problem 
(2.4.2). 
2.5. System of nonlinear variational inclusions with 
(A, r])-accretive mappings in Banach space 
This section is devoted to the study of system of nonlinear variational inclusions 
with (A, i7)-accerative mappings in Banach spaces given by M. M. Jin [79], which is 
extension and improvement of some results in [42], [45], [57], [142], [143], and [144]. 
Let E be the real Banach space, T,g : E ^ E,Ai : E -^ E,T]i : E -^ E 
(z = 1,2), be nonlinear mapping and Mi : E ^ 2^ he (Ai, r]i)- accerative mappings 
(z = 1,2). We consider the following problem of finding x,y e E such that 
0 e AMx)) - AMy)) + Pliny) + Mi{gix))\ 
(2.5.1) 
0 e A2igiy)) - A2{g{x)) + p2{T{x) + M^igiy))), 
where pi > 0 (i=l,2) are two constant. Problem (2.5.1) is called a system of nonlinear 
variational inclusions with (^1,7])-accerative mappings. 
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Some special cases: 
(i) if Ai=A2=A, Mi=M2=M, 7^ 1=772=77, x=y, p^=p2=p, then Problem (2.5.1) 
reduces to the nonlinear variational inclusions with {A, rj)-accer:ative mappings, 
which is to find x e E such that 
0 G T{x) = M{g{x)). (2.5.2) 
(ii) \{Ai=A2=H, Mi=M2=M, M : E ^ 2^ he if-accerative mapping,then Prob-
lem (2.5.1) reduces to the system of variational inclusions with i7-accerative 
mappings, which is to find x,y ^ E such that 
0 e Hig{x)) - H[g{y)) + p{T{y) + M{g{x))l 
(2.5.3) 
0 e H{g{y)) - H{g{x)) + X{T{x) + M{g{y))\ 
Problem (2.5.3) was introduced and studied by He et al. [57]. Some special cases of 
Problem (2.5.3) were studied by Verma [142], [143] and [144]. 
Lemma 2,5.1. Let Aj : £" -> £ be rj-strongly ?7-accerative and Mi : E -^ 2P be 
an {Ai, 77i)-accerative for n = 1,2, then (x, y) is a solution of Problem (2.5.1) if and 
only if it satisfies 
where 
9{v) = KdiMM^)) - pin^)i p2 > 0. 
Proof. The fact directly follows from the Definition (2.4.2). 
Based on Lemma 2.5.1, we have the following iterative algorithm for solving 
Problem (2.5.1). 
Algorithm 2.5.1. Let {«„} be the sequence in [0,1], for an arbitrary chosen XQ e E, 
compute {xn}, {yn} by the iterative scheme 
Xn+l = (1 - a)Xn + an{Xn ' g{Xn) + < \ M I [M9{yn)) ' PlT{yn)l Pi > 0 
where g{yn) - RZ'ZlMgM) - P2T(x,)], P2 > 0, n = 0,1,2,3, 
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li Ai=A2=A, Mi=M2=M,r]i=r]2=rj and Xn=yn then Algorithm 2.5.1 reduces to the 
following iterative algorithm. 
Algorithm 2.5.2. Let {«„} be the sequence in [0,1], for an arbitrary chosen Xo ^ E 
compute {xn} by the iterative scheme 
Xn+l = {l-an)Xn + aniXn-giXn) + R'^[MiM9iXn))-PlT{Xn)]), P > 0, 72 = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
We remark that Algorithm 2.5.2 gives the approximate solution to the variational 
inclusion (2.5.2). 
Existence and Convergence Results: 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let E be a g'-uniformly smooth Banach space and {a„} be 
00 
employed by Algorithm 2.5.1 with ^ a„ = oo. Let rji : E x E ^ E he Tj-Lipschitz 
ra=0 
continuous mappings, Ai : E -^ E he r^-strongly 7 ,^-accerative, /?i-Lipschitz con-
tinuous mapping, Mj ; £J -> 2^ be (A, 7])-accretive mapping for i = 1,2. Let 
T : E -^ E he 7-Lipschitz continuous and cr-strongly accerative mapping with re-
spect to ^, g : E ^ Ehe (5-Lipschitz continuous and {-strongly accerative mapping. 
If there exists constant pi G (0, ~) and p2 G (0, ^ ) such that 
0 < 1^ + -7 ^^^^^ r(^2 + e,){e, + e,)<i (2.5.4) 
4(ri - pimi)[r2 - p2m2) 
where 9^ = {I - q^ + c,S^)', O2 ^ 5{l ~ qn + c,Pl)'^, 
1 
5^ = {5' - qP2l + C,PI^') •, 
then the iterative sequences {xn},{yn] generated by Algorithm 2.5.1 converges 
strongly to x*, y* in E, respectively and {x*, y*) e E x E is the solution of Problem 
(2.5.1). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [79]. 
From Theorem 2.5.1, we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.5.2. Let £" be a g-uniformly smooth Banach space and {an} be 
oo 
employed by Algorithm 2.5.2 with ^ a„ = oo. Let rj : E x E ^ E he r-Lipschitz 
n=0 
continuous mapping, A : E ^ E he r-strongly TJ accerative, /5-Lipschitz continuous 
mapping, M : E —> 2^ he {A, r/j-accerative. Let T : E -^ E he 7-Lipschitz continu-
ous and (7-strongly accerative mapping with respect to ^, g : E ^ E he 5-Lipschitz 
continuous and ^-strongly accerative mapping. If there exists constant p G (0, ^ ) 
such that 
0 < 1^ + {62 + ^3) < 1 
r - pm 
where ^^  = (1 - ^^ + c.S'^)^, 0^ = §{i-qr + c^p'') % ^3 = (^ '^  - qp<^ + Cgp'^^')'• 
Then the iterative sequence {xn} generated by Algorithm 2.5.2 converges strongly 
to X* ^ E and x* e E is the solution of Problem (2.5.2). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [79]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED VECTOR COMPLEMENTARITY 
PROBLEM AND CORRESPONDING VARIATIONAL 
INEQUALITY PROBLEM 
3.1. Introduction 
The complementarity problem theory was introduced and studied by Lemke 
[94], Cottle and Dantzig [29] in early 1960's. Since then it has been applied to many 
realistic problems (see [28,29,135,160,]). In particular, some important results were 
obtained in Banach spaces [94]. In [21, 97,146,150,151], the vector complementarity 
problem was studied and its equivalent to the vector variational inequality problem 
was considered under certain condition. In 2001, Yin et al. [153] introduced a class 
of F-compIementarity problem. 
In the Section 3.2 of this chapter, we study the vector i^-imphcit complemen-
tarity problem in topological vector space introduced by ^ . P. Farajzadeh and 
J. Zafarani [49]. We also mention some existence theorems for the vector F-implicit 
variational inequality and vector F-implicit complementarity problems. 
Finally, in the Section 3.3, we study some existence theorems to the class of 
generalized vector F-implicit complementarity problems and the corresponding vec-
tor i^'-implicit variational inequality problems in topological vector space considered 
and studied by 5 . S. Lee and A. P. Farajzadeh [97]. 
3.2. Vector F-implicit complementarity problems in 
topological vector space 
We begin our discussion with the following definitions. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let X,Y he two topological vector space, K a nonempty subset 
oi X and C : K -^ 2'^ a multi-valued map with nonempty convex cone values. A 
mapping f : K xK ^Y is said to be vector C-upper semicontinuous (u.s.p) in the 
first variable, if the set {x G K : f{x,y) G C{x)} is closed in K for every y ^ K. 
This definition reduces to vector 0-u.s.c, if C{x) = P for every x E K, where P is a 
constant convex cone. 
Definition 3.2.2. Let X be a nonempty set, Y a topological vector space and 
r : X —> 2^ a multi-valued map. Then F is called transfer closed-valued, if for every 
y ^r{x), there exists x' ^ X such that y ^ dV{x'), where d denotes the closure of 
a set. It is clear that, T : X -^ 2^ is transfer closed-valued if and only if 
n r(a;) = f] dr{x). 
xex XGX 
U B CY and AC X, then F : A -> 2^ is called transfer closed-valued, if the valued 
mapping x -> r{x) fl 5 is transfer closed-valued. In this case where X = Y and 
A = B, F is called transfer closed-valued on ^. 
Definition 3.2.3. Let i^ be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space 
X and let KQ be a subset of K. A multi-valued map F : /Co -> 2^ is said to be a 
KKM map, if 
coA c PI F(X), \/A e T{KQ), 
where co denotes the convex hull. 
In this section we need the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.1 [48]. Let X be a topological vector space, K be a nonempty convex 
subset of X. Suppose that F, F : iC —)• 2^ are two multi-valued mappings such that: 
(i) f(x) C F(x), for all x G iC; 
(ii) F is a KKM mapping; 
(iii) for each A 6 T{K), F is transfer closed-valued on coA\ 
(iv) for each A G T{K), dni fl r(3;)) fjcoA) = ( (] F(x)) HcoA; 
x£coA xGcoA 
(v) there is a nonempty compact convex set B C X such that dxi fl ^(a:)) is 
compact. 
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Then 
n r(^) + 0 
x^K 
In this section we consider the problem studied and given by ^4. P. Farajzadeh 
and J. Zafarani [97].Which is the generahzation of some results of J. Li and N.J. 
Huang [99], to topological vector space under some weaker conditions. 
Let X and Y are real Hausdorff topological vector spaces and K a nonempty 
convex subset of X. Denote by L{X, Y) the space of all continuous linear mapping 
from X into Y and {t, x) be the value of the hnear continuous mapping t e L{X, Y) 
at X. Suppose that C : A' H> 2^ is a multi-valued map with nonempty convex cone 
values, f : K -^ L{X,Y), g : K ^ K and F : K ^ Y he mappings. We consider 
the following vector F-implicit complementarity problem (VF-ICP). 
Find X ^ K such that 
{f{x),g{x)) + F{gix)) = 0 and {f{x),y) + F{y) e C{x), \/y e K. 
The above problem reduces to vector F-imphcit complementarity problem con-
sidered in [99] for the case C{x) = P, where {Y, P) is an ordered topological vector 
space and P is a convex cone subset of K. 
Examples of (VF-ICP) in topological vector space: 
(i) Ifg is an identity mapping on K, then (VF-ICP) reduces to vector P-complementarity 
problem (VF-CP) which consists in finding x E K such that 
( / (x ) ,x )+P(x) = 0 and {f{x),y) + F{y) e C{x), ^y e K. 
(ii) If P = 0, then (VF-CP) reduces to vector complementarity problem (VCP), 
which consists in finding x G K such that 
(/(x),,x) = 0 and {fix),y)eCix), ^y E K, 
which has been studied by Chen and Yang [21], in particular case, when C{x) = 
P, Vx e K. 
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(iii) If L{X, Y) = X* and F : K -^ R then (VF-ICP) reduces to F-implicit 
complementarity problem (F-ICP) which consists of finding x ^ K such that 
{f{x),x) + F{g{x)) = 0 and {f{x),y)+F{y)eC{x\ "^y e K, 
which were considered by Huang and Li [61] in the particular case, when 
C(x) = P, yxeK. 
(iv) li g is the identity mapping, then (F-ICP) reduces to i^-complementarity prob-
lem (F-CP) which consists in finding x ^ K such that 
{f{x),x)+Fix) = 0 and {f{x),y)+F{y)eC{x), Vy E K, 
which was studied by Yin et al. [153] in the particular case, where C{x) = 
P, Mx e K. 
(v) If F = 0, then (F-ICP) reduces to the imphcit complementarity problem (ICP) 
which consists in finding x E K such that 
{fix),g{x))=0 and (/(x),y) e C(x), Vy e K, 
which has been studied by Isac [76,78]. 
(vi) If g is the identity mapping and F = 0, then (F-ICP) reduces to the comple-
mentarity problem (CP), which consists in finding x G K such that 
{f{x),x) = 0 and (/(x),t/)eC(x), Vy G K 
li X = X* = M", then (CP) becomes the classical complementarity problem. 
We also study the following vector F-implicit variational inequality problem (VF-
IVIP) which consists in finding x E K such that 
(fix), y - g{x)) + F{y) - F{g{x)) e C(x), Vy G K. 
This problem is a generalization of problem (VF-IVIP) introduced by [99] in Banach 
space setting. 
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Remark 3.2.1. Any solution of (VF-ICP) is a solution of (VF-IVIP). The following 
theorem says that the converse holds if F is positively homogeneous. 
Theorem 3.2.2. \{ F : K -^ Y is positively homogeneous, then (VF-IVIP) and 
(VF-ICP) are equivalent. 
The following example shows that if F is not positively homogeneous, the con-
clusion of Theorem 3.2.2 may be incorrect. 
Example 3.2.1. Let X=Y=R, K - [0,-Foo), g{x) = 0, F{x) = 1 and C{x) = 
[0, +oo), for all X G K and note that L(R, R) = R. Define / : K ^ R by 
,, ^ _{ 0 if X = 0, 
I —1 otherwise, 
obviously, x = 0 is a solution of (VF-IVIP) but not solution of (VF-ICP). 
In Theorem 3.2.2, \i g is the identity mapping, then we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let F : K ^Y h^ positively homogeneous. Then any solution 
of (VF-VIP) is a solution for (VF-CP). 
Existence Results: 
The following theorem provides an existence result for the (VF-IVIP) in topo-
logical vector space. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Assume that 
(a) The function G : coA x coA —)• Y where 
G(x, y) = (/(x), y - g{x)) + F[y) - F{g{x)\ 
is C-u.s.c. in the first variable, Vi4 e ^{K); 
(b) Let A e J^{K),x, y € coA. If {xa) is any net on K converging to x then, 
( /(x,) , te(l - t)y - g{x,)) + F(tx(l - t)y) - F(^(x„)) e C ( x J , Vt e [0,1] 
imphes 
{f{x),y-gix)) + F{y)-F{g{x))eC{x). 
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(c) There exists a mapping h : K x K -¥ Y such that 
(i) h{x,x) EC{X), V x e K ; 
(ii) (/(x),y - g{x)) + F{y) - F{g{x)) - h{x,y) G Cix), Vx e K, Vy e K; 
(iii) the set {y e K : h(x, y) ^ C{x)] is convex, \/x € K] 
(d) There exists a nonempty compact subset B and a nonempty convex compact 
subset D of K such that, for each x G K\B, there exists y E D such that 
Then (VF-IVIP) has a solution. Moreover, the solution set (VF-IVIP) is compact. 
Proof. We define T, f : K -^ 2^ as follows: 
r(y) = {xeK: {f{x),y - g{x)) + F{y) - F{g{x)) G C{x) } , 
r{x) = {x e K : h{x,y) e C{x)}. 
We show that F and F satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.2.1. From assumption (ii) 
of (c), r(y) C F(y), for all y E K. If A = {xi,X2, x„} C K, z £ coA and 
z ^ UiT{xi), then h(z,Xi) ^ C{z), for i = 1,2,3...n. It follows by (c) (iii) that 
h{z,z) ^ C{z) contradicting (c) (i). So f is KKM map. Let A G !F{K), x G coA 
and Xa G r(x) n coA converges to z, then 
{fixa),x- g{xa)) + F{y) - F{g{xa)) G C(x«), 
By (a), we conclude that z G F(x) fl coA. Since x is an arbitrary element of coA, we 
obtain 
P I F (a : )nco^= f] d(r(x) DCOA). 
xecoA xGcoA 
Similarly, using (b), we get 
PI r(x)nCOA = C/K( P r(s))pcoA VAGJ^ (ii:). 
x£cx>A x^coA 
From (d) we deduce that CIK[ f] r (x)] C B. Hence, F and f satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 3.2.1 then 
p m ^ 0, 
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which shows that the problem (VF-IVIP) has a solution. Now let {xa) be a net of 
solution of (VF-IVIP) which converges to x. Then, for all y E K and t G [0,1], we 
have 
(/(x„), te + (1 - t)y - g{x^)) + F{tx + (1 - t)y) - F{g{x^)) e C(x«). 
Thus, from assumption (b), we obtain 
{f(x^,y-g{x))+Fiy)-Figix))eCix). 
Therefore, the solution set of (VF-IVIP) is closed and thanks of (d), it is a subset 
of B and consequently is compact. Thus the proof is completed. 
Corollary 3.2.2. Assume that 
(a) the function G : coA x coA -> Y where, 
G{x,y) = {f{x),y-x) + F{y)-F{x), 
is C-u.s.c. in the first variable, V^ G ^{^)'i 
(b) Let A G !F{K),x,y G coA. If (x^) is any net on K converging to x then, 
(/(x„), tx{l - t)y - gix,)) + F{tx{l - t)y) - F{g{xa)) G C ( x J , Vt G [0,1] 
imphes 
{fix),y-g(x)) + Fiy)-F{gix))eC{x). 
(c) there exists a mapping h : K x K ^Y such that 
(i) h{x,x)eC{x), yxeK; 
(ii) {fix),y-x) + F{y)-F{x)-h{x,y)ECix), ^x e K, Vy E K; 
(iii) the set {y G K : h{x,y) ^ C{x)} is convex, \/x G K; 
(d) there exists a nonempty compact subset B and a nonempty convex compact 
subset D of K such that, for each x G K\B, there exists y & D such that 
{f{x),y-g{x)) + F{y)-F{x)^C{x). 
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Then (VF-VIP) has a solution. Moreover, the solution set of (VF-VIP) is com-
pact. 
By shght modification of proof of Corollary 3.2.2 we can obtain the following 
existence theorems. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Assume that 
(a) The function G : coA x coA -^ Y, where 
G{x,y) = {fix),y - g{x)) + F{y) - F{g{x)), 
is C-u.s.c. in the first variable, V^ e ^{K); 
(b) Let A e J^{K),x,y e coA. If (x^) is any net on K converting to x then, for 
all t e [0,1] the following implication holds; 
{f{xa),tx{l - t)y - g{xa)) + F{tx{l - t)y) - F{g{x^)) G C(x„), 
then 
{f{x),y~g{x))+F{y)-F{g{x))eC{x). 
(c) {fix), X - gix)} + Fix) - Figix)) G C(x), Vx e K; 
(d) The set {y e K : {f{x),y - gix)) + F(y) - Figix)) ^ Cix)}isconvex, \fx e K 
(e) There exists a nonempty compact subset B of K and a nonempty convex 
compact subset D oi K such that, for each x G K\B, there exists y E D such 
that 
{fix),y-gix))+ Fiy)-Figix)) ^Cix). 
Then (VFTVIP) has a solution. Moreover, the solution set of (VF-IVIP) is compact. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [49]. 
Theorem 3.2.5. Suppose that 
(a) The function h is C-u.s.c. in the first variable on coA, VA E ^iK); 
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(b) For each A G ^{K), let x,y e coA and (x^) be a net on K converging to x, 
then the following implication holds: 
if h{xa,tx + {l-t)y ^C{xa), Vt G [0,1],then h{x,y) e C{x); 
(c) h{x,x) e C{x), yx G K; 
(d) The set {y e K : h{x,y) ^ C{x)} is convex, Vx e A'; 
(e) there exists a nonempty compact subset 5 and a nonempty convex compact 
subset D oi K such that, for each x G A'\B, there exists y E D such that 
h{x,y) ^ C(x), if for every y E K, the following imphcation holds: 
{fix),y - g{x)) + F(y) - F{g{x)) - h{x,y) G C{x), Mx G K 
Then (VF-IVIP) has a solution. Moreover, the solution set of (VF-IVIP) is compact. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [49]. 
Theorem 3.2.6. Suppose that all assumptions of one of the Theorem 3.2.3 and 
3.2.4 or Theorem 3.2.5 are satisfied. If i^  is positively homogeneous, then (VF-ICP) 
has a solution. Moreover, the solution of (VF-ICP) is compact. 
Proof. The result follows by Theorem 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.3. 
3.3. Generalized vector implicit complementarity problems 
with 
corresponding variational inequality problems 
The study of this section is devoted to the work of A. P. Farajzadeh and 
B. S. Lee [97]. They introduced a new class of vector implicit complementarity 
problems and established some existence results for it in topological space without 
considering continuity or monotonicity on mappings. 
Let X and Y are topological vector spaces and K a nonempty convex subset 
of X. Denote by L{X,Y) the space of all continuous hnear mappings from X into 
Y and {t,x) be the value of the linear continuous mapping t G L{X,Y) at x. Let 
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T : K ^ L{X,Y), g,s : K -^ K, F : K ^ Y a.nd N : L{X,Y) -^ L{X,Y) be 
mappings and C : K -^ 2^ a multi-valued mapping with nonempty pointed convex 
cone values, that is, C{x) is a pointed convex cone, for each x G K. 
We consider the following problem, called the generalized vector F-implicit 
complementarity problem (GVF-ICP) which consists of finding x G K such that 
{NiTix)),g{x)) + F{g{x))=0 
and 
{N{T{x)), s{y)) + Fis{y)) E C{x), ^y e K. 
The second problem is known as a generalized vector F-implicit variational inequal-
ity (GVF-IVIP) of finding x^K such that 
(7V(r(x)), s{y) - g{x)) + F(s(y)) - F(^(x)) e C{x), ^y 6 K. 
Some special cases of (GVF-ICP): 
(i) The following vector F-impHcit complementarity problem(VF-ICP) of finding 
X e K satisfying 
{f{x),g{x)) + F{g{x)) = 0 and {f{x),y) + F{y)eP, "iy e K, 
is obtained from (GVF-ICP), provided that A^  and s are identity mappings, 
T — f and C{x) = P is a closed pointed convex cone. The problem was 
studied by Li and Huang [99]. 
(ii) If g is an identity mapping on K, then (VF-ICP) reduces to vector F-
complementarity problem (VF-CP) which consists in finding x E K such that: 
{fix),x) + F{x)^0 and (/(x),y)) + F(y) G C(x), yy E K. 
(iii) If F = 0, then (VF-CP) reduces to vector complementarity problem (VCP), 
which consists of finding x E K such that 
{f{x),x) = 0 and {f{x),y)EC{x), Vy E K, 
which has been studied by Chen and Yang [21] for the case C{x) = P, Vx G 
K. 
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(iv) If L{X,Y) = X* &nd F : K -^ R then (VF-ICP) reduces to F-implicit 
complementarity problems (F-ICP) which consists of finding x E K such that 
{f{x),gix))+F{g{x)) = 0 and {f{x),y)) + F{y) ^ C{x), yy ^ K, 
which were considered by Huang and Li [61] in the case, when C{x) — P, 
VxeK. 
(v) li g is the identity mapping on K, then (F-ICP) reduces to i^-complementarity 
problem (F-CP) which consists of finding x e K such that 
{f{x),x) + Fix) = 0 and {f{x),y) + F{y) e C{x), ^y e K, 
which was studied by Yin et al. [153] in the case, where C(x) — P, Vx G K. 
(vi) If F = 0, then (F-ICP) reduces to the implicit complementarity problem (ICP) 
which consists of finding x ^ K such that 
{f{x),g{x))^0 and {f{x),y) eC{x), ^y^K, 
which has been studied by Isac [76,78]. 
Special case of (GVF-IVIP): 
Finding x E K satisfying 
{fix), y - g{x)) + F{y) - F{g{x)) e P, \fy e K, 
is a particular form of (GVF-IVIP), studied in [99]. 
The following theorem provides the equivalence between (GVF-ICP) and 
(GVF-IVIP). 
Theorem 3.3.1. The equivalence between (GVF-ICP) and (GVF-IVIP) is as fol-
lows: 
(i) If x solves (GVF-ICP), then x solves (GVF-IVIP); 
(ii) let 0 e K, 2K C K [K is not necessary a cone) md F : K ^ Y satisfying 
F{2x) = 2F{x), for all x E K. If s is onto and x solves (GVF-IVIP), then x 
solves (GVF-ICP). 
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Proof. By the definitions of (GVF-ICP) and (GVF-IVIP), (i) trivially holds. Now 
letxeK solve (GVF-IVIP), then 
{N{T{x)), s{y) - g{x)) + F{s{y)) - F[g[x)) e C{x), Vy e K. (3.3.1) 
Since s is onto, there exists y,y' e K such that s{y) = 0, s{y') = 2g{x), By substi-
tuting s{y) and s{y') with 0 and 2g{x), respectively in (3.3.1), we obtain that 
{N{Tix)),gix)) + Figix))e-C{x), 
and 
{N{T{x)),gix)) + F{g{x))eC{x), 
and hence 
{N{T{x)),g{x))+Figix)) e C{x) n -C(x) . 
Since C{x) is pointed cone we have 
{N{Tix)),g{x))+Fig{x)) = 0. (3.3.2) 
By adding (3.2.1) and (3.2.2),we obtain 
{N{T{x)),g{y)) + F{g{y)) e C{x) + C{x) C C(x), Vy G K. 
Corollary 3.3.1 [99]. 
(i) If X solves (VF-ICP), then x solves (VF-IVIP); 
(ii) Let K he a closed convex cone, if F : K ~^Y is positively homogeneous and 
X solves (VF-IVIP), then x solves (VF-ICP). 
The following example shows that the assumption that s is onto in Theorem 
3.3.1 is essential. 
Example 3.3.1. Let X^Y=K=R, C{X) = [o, oo); this is known as L(R,E,) = R 
and Tx=F{x)=x, s(x)=5(a;)=l, N{x) = x\ for all x,y e K. Then (GVF-ICP) 
does not have any solution, because {N{Tx),g{x)) + F{g{x)) - x^ + 1 = 0 does not 
have a solution, while every member of K is a solution of (GVF-IVIP). 
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The following example shows that converse does not hold in general. 
Example 3.2.2. Let X ^Y = m, K = R, T(x) = 0, s{x) = g{x) = x, for all x £ E 
and N{y) = 0 for all yeR. Assume that F : R -^ y defined by 
_( X if X e Q, 
^^ ' \ 0 i f x ^ Q , 
One can easily see that F(2x) = 2F{x) for all x G R, but F is not positively homo-
geneous. 
The following theorem improves and extends Theorem 3.2 in [99]. 
Theorem 3.3.2. Assume that 
(a) Thesetiy ecoA: {N{T{y)),s{x)-g{y) + F{s{x))-F{giy)) eC{y)}isdosed 
in K, for all A G !F{K) and x £ coA. 
(b) There exists a mapping h : K x K ^Y such that 
(i) h{x,x)eC{x),\/xeK; 
(ii) {N{T{y)), s{x) - g{y)) + F{g{x)) - F[s{y)) = /i(y, x) e C{x), Vx, y e K; 
(iii) the set {y e K : h{x, y) ^ C[x)] is convex, Vx 6 K\ 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact subset B and a nonempty convex com-
pact subset D oiK such that, for each x G i^\-B, there exists y ^ D such 
that 
(Ar(r(x)), s{y) - g{x)) + F(s(y)) - F{g{x)) i C{x). 
Then a solution of (GVF-IVIP) is a nonempty relatively compact subset of K. 
Proof. We define T andt: K ^ K hy 
r{x)^{yGK:h{y,x)eCiy)}, 
r(x) = {yeK: {N{Ty), s{x) - g{y)) + F{s{x)) - F{g{y)) G C(x)}. 
We show that T and f satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.2.1. By part (ii) of (b), 
r(y) C r{y) for all y G X. We claim that f is a KKM mapping otherwise, there 
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exists A = {xi,X2, ,Xn} C K and 2 e coA such that z ^ Uif(xj). Hence, 
/i(z, Xj) ^ C(z) for z = 1, 2,3, ....n. Now part (iii) of (b) impHes that h{z, z) ^ C{z) 
which contradicts (i) of (b). From (i) we deduce that for any A G ^{K), the set 
r(x) n coA is closed in K (also closed in coA) for each x G coA. This implies that 
r satisfied the condition (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 3.2.1. Finally, (iv) ensures that 
clKi^x&D^i^) Q B. Therefore, F, F satisfy the condition of Lemma 3.2.1. Thus 
which shows that the problem (GVFTVIP) has a solution. Since the solution of 
(GVF-IVIP) equals the set ^x^K^ix) and H^f^x^ix) C B hy (iv), we get that the 
solution set of (GVF-IVIP) is a nonempty relatively compact subset of K. 
Remark 3.3.1. 
(i) Instead of condition (a) in Theorem 3.2.2, if we use the condition: 
(a')The set {y E k : (iV(r(x)), s{y) - g{x)) + F{s{x)) - Figiy)) G C(x)} is 
closed in K, then the solution set of (GVF-IVIP) is nonempty and compact. 
(ii) If we let the mappings N,T,s,g,Fhe continuous and the graph of the mapping 
C : K ^ 2^ he closed, then condition (a) of Theorem 3.3.2 trivially holds. In 
particular, if we set C{x) = P a closed pointed convex cone, continuities of 
the mappings of A'', T, g, F imply condition (a) of Theorem 3.3.2. 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let h : K x K ^ Y he & mapping, suppose that the following 
assumptions hold: 
(i) h{x,x) G C{x); 
(ii) for each x E K, the set {y e K : h{y,x) G C{y)} is closed in K; 
(iii) for each x E K, the set {y e K : h{x,y) ^ C{y)} is convex; 
(iv) there exists a nonempty compact subset B and a nonempty convex compact 
subset D of K such that, for each x G K\B, there exists y e D such that 
h{x,y) ^ Cix); 
(v) {N{T{y)),s{x) - g{y)) + F{s{x)) - F{g{y)) - h{y,x) e C{x), yx,yeK. 
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Then the solution set of (GVF-IVIP) is nonempty. 
Proof. We define F = r : K ^ K as follows 
r{x) = {yeK:hiy,x)eCiy)}, 
one can easily check that F satisfied all the condition of Lemma 2.3.1. Hence there 
exists X e K such that 
h{x,x) e C(x), y y e K. 
This and (v) imply that x is a solution of (GVF-IVIP). 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let K he a, convex cone, s onto and let F : K -^ Y satisfy 
F{2x) = 2F{x) for all x E K. If the assumption of Theorem 3.3.2 (respectively 
Theorem 3.3.3) are satisfied, then the solution set of (GVF-ICP) is nonempty and 
relatively compact (respectively nonempty and compact). 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.2 (respectively 
Theorem 3.3.3). 
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CHAPTER 4 
VECTOR VARIATIONAL-LIKE INEQUALITY 
AND THEIR SYSTEM 
4.1. Introduction 
A vector variational inequality (VVI) in a finite dimensional Euclidean space 
was introduced first by Giannessi [53] in 1980. This is a generalization of a scaler 
variational inequafity to the vector case by vertu of multi-criterion consideration. 
In the Section 4.2 of this chapter, we study a relationship between vector 
variational-like inequality and non-smooth vector optimization problems introduced 
by S.K. Mishra and S.Y. Wang [104]. 
Section 4.3 concludes the vector like variational inequalities for the set-valued 
mappings considered and studied by Yali Zhao and Zunquan Xia [158]. 
Finally, in the last Section 4.4, we study the system of vector variational-like 
inequalities in Banach space, introduced by Yali Zhao and Zunquan Xia [157]. 
4.2. Vector variational-like inequalities and non-smooth 
vector optimization problem 
In this section we study the relationship between vector variation-like inequality 
and non-smooth vector optimization problem given by S. K. Mishra and S. Y. Wang 
[104], which is the extension of the earlier work of Ruiz - Garzon et al. [124]. 
We consider the following non-smooth vector optimization problem: 
(VOP) minj[x) = {fi{x)Ji{x), /i(a;)), such that x e X, where fi : X ^ 
R, i = 1,2, ...p are non-diff'erentiable locally Lipschitz functions and X be a non 
empty subset of R". 
The concept of optimality for single-objective optimization problems can not 
be applied directly to vector optimization. In this regard the concept of efficient 
solution is more useful for vector optimization problems. 
Definition 4.2.1. Given an open subset X CR^ and a function/ : X ^ W a point 
X G X is said to be efficient (Pareto), if there exists noy e X such that f{y) < f{x). 
Definition 4.2.2. Given an open subset X C R'^  and a function f : X ^ EP 
a point X G X is said to be weakly efficient (Pareto), if there exists no y e X such 
that f{y) < fix). 
(VVLIP) A vector variational-like inequahty problem for non-smooth case, is to find 
a point y E X, and any ^ € df{y), there exists no x e X, such that (^r]{x, y) < 0. 
(WVVLIP) A weak vector variational-like inequality problem, is to find a point 
y G X, and any ^ e df{y), there exists no a; G X, such that (^r}{x, y) < 0. 
Relationship between vector variational-like inequality and non-smooth 
vector optimization problem: 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let f : X ^ W he locally Lipschitz and convex function with 
respect to r]. IfyeX solves the (VVLIP) with respect to the same r], then y is an 
efficient solution to the non-smooth (VOP). 
Proof. Suppose that y is not an efficient solution to (VOP). Thus, there exists 
X G X such that f{x) - f{y) < 0. Since / is invex with respect to r/, we know that 
3 X G X such that 
ev{x,y)<0, yUdfiy), 
therefore, y must be solution to the (VVLIP). This contradiction leads to the result. 
To see the converse of above theorem, they impose stronger conditions in the fol-
lowing two theorems. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let f : X -^ W be locally Lipschitz and - / is strictly-invex 
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with respect to 77. If y G X is a weak efficient solution for (VOP), then y solves the 
(VVLIP). 
Proof. Suppose that y does not solve (VVIP). Thus there exists a point x ^ X such 
that i^ri{x,y) < 0, V^  £ df{y). By the strict invexity of the non-smooth function 
—/ with respect to rj, we have 
f{x)-f{y)<eri{x,y)<0, yiedfiv), 
therefore, there exists a x G X such that f{x) — f{y) < 0, which contradicts y ^ X 
being a weakly efficient solution of (VOP). This contradiction leads to the result. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let f : X ^ W he locally Lipschitz and —/ is strictly-invex 
with respect to rj. li y E X is an efficient solution for (VOP), then y solves the 
(VVLIP). 
Theorem 4.2.3. If y 6 X is an weakly efficient solution for (VOP), then y solves 
the weak VVLIP. 
Proof. Let y e X he a weakly efficient solution for VOP. Since X is a invex set,we 
have that there does not exist x e X, such that f{y + tr]{x,y)) — f{y) <0,0 <t < 1. 
Dividing the above inequality by t and taking the limit as t —>• 0, we get that there 
does not exist x e X such that 
ev{x,y)<0. y(edf{y). 
Theorem 4.2.4. If / is a locally Lipschitz and pseudo-invex with respect to r] and 
y solves the (WVVLIP) with respect to the same 77, then y is a weakly efficient 
solution to (VOP). 
Proof. Suppose that y is not a weakly efficient solution to (VOP). Thus, there 
exists X e X such that f{x) < f{y). By the pseudo-invexity of / with respect to 
77, we have that, there exists x e X such that (^r]{x,y) < 0,V{ € df(x,y). This 
contradicts the fact that y is a solution to (WVVLIP). 
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Theorem 4.2.5, If / is a locally Lipschitz and strictly-invex with respect to TJ 
and y is a weak efficient solution of the (VOP), then y is an efficient solution to the 
(VOP). 
Proof. Suppose that y is a weakly efficient solution to (VOP), but not an effi-
cient solution to (VOP). Hence, there exists x & X such that f{x) < f{y). By the 
strict-invexity of the non-smooth function / with respect to r], we have 
0>/(x)-/(y)>fTj(x,y), yUdfiv). 
That is to say, that there exists x E X such that (^r]{x,y) < 0,V{ G df{y). There-
fore, y does not solve (WVLLIP), by Theorem 4.2.4, we get a contradiction. Hence, 
y is an efficient solution to (VOP). 
Definition 4.2.3. A feasible solution y € X is said to be a vectorial critical point 
for (VOP) if there exists a vector \EW with A > 0 such that A^^ = 0, V { G df{y). 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let y E X be a vector critical point for (VOP), and let / is 
pseudo-invex on x with respect to ?]. Then, y e X is a weakly efficient solution to 
(VOP). 
Proof. The proof is obvious using the pseudo-invexity of the non-smooth func-
tion / and the definition of vector critical point for (VOP). 
Theorem 4.2.6. All vector critical points are weakly efficient solution to (VOP) if 
and only if / is pseudo-invex on x. 
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.4.2 [151] in the light 
of earUer discussion in this section. 
We can relate the vector critical point of the solution of (WYVLIP)-.using Thereom 
•van* Azad / > . 
2.4.4 and Theorem 2.4.6. / ' ' V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ - ^ < 0 > 
Corollary 2.4.2. If the objective function / is Lipschitz and pseudo-invex with 
respect to r], then the vector critical points, the weakly efficient points and the 
solution of the (WVVLIP) are equivalent. 
4.3. Existence of solutions to generalized vector variational-
like inequalities 
In this section we study the following version of generalized Minty's lemma 
given by Yali Zhao and Zunkuan Xia [158]. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let X and Y be real Banach spaces, D be a nonempty convex 
subset of X. Let C : D ^ 2^ he a, set-valued mapping such that for each u G 
D, C{u) is a pointed closed and convex cone in Y with intC{u) / 0. Let S,T : D -^ 
2^^'^) be nonempty compact-valued mappings such that for any u,v G D,H(S{u + 
X{v - u)),S{u)) -^ 0 and H{T{u + \{v - u)),T{u) ^ 0 as A ^ 0+, where ^ is a 
Hausdorff metric defined on L{X, Y) and r]: DxD^D,h: DxD^Yhe two 
vector-valued mappings, suppose that the following conditions hold: 
(i) A'' : L{X, Y) x L{X, Y) -^ L{X, Y) is continuous in the first and the second 
argument, respectively; 
(ii) r]{u, v) = h{u, v) = 0 for each u G D\ 
(iii) rj{u,v) and h{u,v) are continuous with respect to v; 
(iv) T]{u, v) is affine with respect to u, h{u, v) is C(M)-convex with respect to u; 
(v) W : D ^Y define by W{u) ^ Y\{-intC{u)), such that the graph of W is 
closed in X xY; 
(vi) for each u,v E D, there exists s G S{u),t G T{u) such thar 
{N{s,t),r]{v,u)) + h{v,u) ^ -intC{u). 
implies 
{N{p,q),r]{u, v)) + h{u,v) ^ -intC{v). 
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for any p e S{v) and q G T{v). Then there exists UQ G D, which is a solution of the 
following generalized vector variational-like inequality (GVVLI+1): 
For each v E D there exists s G S{uo) and t G T{uo) such that 
{N{s,t),T]{v,uo))+ h{v,uo) i -intC{uo). 
if and only if WQ G -D is a solution of the following generalized vector variational-like 
inequality (GVVLI-2): 
{N{p,q),r]{uQ, v)) + h{uQ, v) ^ -intC{v). 
for all V E D,p e S{v) and q G T{v). 
Proof. (=>) it follows from (vi) obviously. 
{<=) Suppose that there exists UQ e D such that 
{Nip,q),r]{uQ,v)) +h{uo,v) ^ -intC(uo), 
for all f G D,p E S{v) and q G T{v). For any arbitrary v E D, letting vx = 
Au + (1 — A)MO,0 < A < 1, we have v\ E D by the convexity of D. Hence for all 
PxES{vx),qx&T{vx) 
{Nipx, qx),v{uo,v\)) + h{uo,Vx) ^ -intC{vx). (4.3.1) 
In view of (ii) and (iv) we get 
0 = {N{px,qx),vi'"\,vx))+ h{vx,vx) 
= {N{px. q\l r](A + (1 - A)MO, VX)) + h{Xv + (1 - A)wo + ^A) 
E \[{N{px,qx),v{v,vx)) + h{v,Vx)] 
+ (1 - X)[{N{px, qx), v{uo, vx)) + h{uo, vx)] - C{vx) (4.3.2) 
Hence 
{N{px,qx),v{v,vx)) + h{v,vx) i -mtC{vx). (4.3.3). 
In fact, suppose to the contrary that 
{N{px,qx),r]{v,vx)) + h{v,vx) E -intC{vx). 
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Since —intC{v\) is a convex cone, 
A[(iV(pA,qx),v{v,vx)) + h{v,vx)] G -intCivx) (4.3.4) 
It follows from (4.3.2),(4.3.4) that 
{N{px,qx),v{uo,vx)) + h{uo,vx) G -intC{vx), 
which contradict (4.3.1).Therefore we have 
{vx, {Nipx, qx), v{v, Vx)) + h{v, vx) G graph(iy) (4.3.5) 
Since S{vx),S{uo) are compact, by Nadler [106], for each px G S{vx), we can find 
sx G S{uo), such that 
IIPA-SAII < ||PA-SA|| + | |SA-S|| 
< H{Sivx),Siuo)) + \\sx-s\\. 
Since H{S{vx)),S{uo)) ^ 0 as A H^ 0+, then px ^ s as X ^ 0+. Using the 
same argument, we have qx ^ t as X -^ 0"^ , where qx G T{vx) and t G T{uo). By 
(iii), we have r}{v,vx) -^ r]{v,uo),h{v,vx) -^ h{v,Uo), as A -> 0"^ . Furthermore, we 
have 
\\{N{px, qx), v{'"\, ^A)) + Hv, Vx) - {N{s, t), r]{v,, UQ)) - h{v, uo)\\ 
< \\N{px,qx) - N{s,t),,r]{v,vx)\\ + \\h{v,vx) - h{v,uo)\\ 
+ \\{N{s,t),r]{v,vx)-v{v,uo))\\ 
< \\Nipx,qx) - N{s,t)\\Hv,vx)\\ + \\h{v,vx) - h{v,uo)\\ 
+ \\N{s,t)\\\\r]{v,vx)-v{v,uo)\\ 
< m{px,qx) - N{s,qx)\\ + \\N{s,qx) - N{s,t)\\)Mv,Vx)\\ 
+ \\h{v,Vx)-h{v,uo)\\ + ||A^(s,t)||||7](u,'(;A) -r]{v,uo)\\. 
Since {r]{v, vx)} and {h{v, vx)} are bounded for each v e D and px-^ s,qx-^ t 
as A ^ 0+, then {N{px,qx),v{v,vx)) + h{v,vx) ^ {N{s,t),'r]{v,uo)) + h{v,Uo), as 
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A ^ 0+. It follows from (4.3.5) and (v) that 
(uo, {N{s, t),r]{v,UQ)) + h{v,uo) G grp{W) 
that is 
{N{s, t), r]{v, Uo)) + h{v, UQ) ^ -intC{uo) 
for dl\v & D, which implies that, (GVVLI-1) has a solution UQ ^ D. This completes 
the proof. 
Existence results: 
Now we have vector version of Minty's Lemma to prove the existence of solution 
for a vector variational like inequality. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces, D be a nonempty 
compact convex subset of X and C : L> —)• 2^ be a set-valued mapping such that for 
each u ^ D, C{u) is a pointed, closed and convex cone in Y with intC{u) ^ 0. Let 
S,T : D ^ 2^(^'^) be set-valued mappings, rj: D x D -^ D, h : D x D ^ Y he two 
mappings. Suppose that (i),(ii),(iv) and (vi) and the following condition is satisfied 
i.e., (vii) rj{u,v) and h{u,v) are continuous with respect to u. 
Then there exists UQ e D, which is a solution of (GVVLI-2). Further, if 5, T are 
nonempty compact-valued mapping satisfying (iii),(v) and the following condition: 
H{Siu + X{v - u)), S{u)) -^ 0 and H{T{u + X{v - M), T(M)) ^ 0 as A ^ 0+. Then 
there exist an UQ ^ D, which is a solution of the (GVVLI-I). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [158]. 
Remark 4.3.1. From Theorem 2.4.2 , it is easy to see that the set of solution 
for the (GVVLI-1) is r\y^DF2{v) = r\y^r>Fi{v), which is nonempty closed and com-
pact, so is for that (GVVLI-2). 
We have another existence of solution to (GVVLI-1) and (GVVLI-2) without com-
pactness of D. 
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Theorem 4.3.3. Let X,Y and C be as in Theorem 2.4.2 and let D be a non-
empty closed and convex subset of X. Let N : L{X, Y) x L(X, Y) -^ L{X, Y),S,T : 
D -^ 2^(^'^),ry : D x D-^ D and h : D x D-^Y. Assume that (i), (ii),(iv),(vi) and 
(vii) hold and the following coercive condition on D is satisfied: i.e., (viii) there ex-
ists a compact subset K oi D and u e D\K such that there exists s e S{u), t e T{u) 
and 
{N{s, t),r]{v,u)) + h{v,u) G -intC{u), for all v e K. 
Then there exists UQ G D, which is a solution of the (GVVLI-2). 
Further, if S and T are nonempty compact-valued mappings satisfied 
{iii),(v) and the following conditions: H{S{u + X{v - u)),S{u)) -^ 0 and 
H{T{u + X{v — u)),T(u)) ^ 0 as A -> 0"^ , then there exist an MQ e D, which 
is a solution of the (GVVLI-I). 
Proof. For proof we refer to [158]. 
4.4. Existence results for system of vector variational-
like inequalities 
In [62], Huang and Fang introduced a system of order complementarity prob-
lems and established some existence results by fixed point theorem. In [53], system 
of variational inequahties were introduced and an existence theorem was obtained 
by Fan Lemma.In [83], Kassay et al., introduced and studied Minty type and Stam-
pacchia type variational inequalities systems by Kakutani-fan-glicksberg fixed point 
theorem. Very recently in [43], Fan and Huang introduced and studied system of 
strong implicit vector variational inequality by some fixed point theorem. 
Most of the work the section is devoted to the work of Yali Zhao and Zunquan 
Xia [157]. They introduced and studied a system of vector variational-like inequali-
ties in Banach space and mentioned some existence results of vector variational-like 
inequalities in Banach space. 
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Throughout the section, let X and E be two Banach spaces, Y and F are two 
real Banach spaces, A C X and B C E he two nonempty, bounded, closed and 
convex sets, C C Y and P C F are two pointed, closed and convex cone with 
intC ^ 0, intP ^ 0 and a >cb and a <cb means a — b ^ C and b ~ a ^ C. 
LetT : Ax B ^ L(X,Y), S : A x B -^ L{E,F), rji : A x A ^ X, and 
1^2 : B X B -^ E he four mappings. Consider the following problems: 
(SVVLI) Find {a\b*) eAxB such that 
{T{a*,b*),Vi{a,a*))>cO,ya(EA, 
{S{a*,b*),ri2ib,b*))>pO,\fbeB, 
{T{a,b*),rir{a*,a))<cO,yaeA, 
(SVVLI)' Find (a*, b) e A x B such that 
{S{a*,b),V2{b\b))<p{)ybeB, 
Following lemmas and theorems are important for the existence results. 
Lemma 4.4.1. Let T : K -^ L{X,Y) and T} : K x K -^ X he two mappings 
satisfying following conditions: 
(i) T is r]-pseudomonotone; 
(ii) For any fixed v & X, the mapping u —)• [Tu, ri(u, v)) is hemicontinuous; 
(iii) For any fixed v E X, « —)• rj{u, v) is affine, that is, for all Ui,U2 E K,ti,t2 E.M. 
with tiUi + t2U2 G K, such that r]{tiUi + ^2^2, v) = tir]{ui,v) + t2r]{u2, v), and 
for all u E K, rj(u, u) = 0 
Then for a given point XQ G K, the following conclusions are equivalent: 
(i) {Txo,v{x-Xo))>,0, MXEK; 
(ii) (Tx, 77(2:0 - x)) <c 0, Vx e K. 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let X and Y be two real Banach spaces and K C X a, non-
empty, compact and convex set. LetT : K -^ L{X, Y) and r]: K x K ^ X he two 
mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) For any fixed v e K, the mapping u -> {Tu,r]{u, v)) is continuous; 
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(ii) T is properly 7]-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type; 
(iii) For all u G K,rj{u,u) = 0. 
Then there exists x ^ K such that (Tx, 7](i/, x)) >c 0, Vy G /C. 
Theorem 4.4.2. Let if be a nonempty bounded, closed and convex subset of 
a real reflexive Banach space X, and Y a real Banach space. Let T : K ^ L{X, Y) 
and Tj : K X K —^ X he two mappings satisfying the following condition: 
(i) T is properly 77-pseudomonotone of Minty type; 
(ii) for all u & K, r]{u, u) = 0. 
Then there exists x E K, such that 
{Ty,r]{x,y))<,0, Wy e K. 
Theorem 4.4.3. Let if be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
real reflexive Banach space X and F be a real Banach space . Let T : K -^ L{X, Y) 
and Tj : K X K -^ X he two mappings satisfying the conditions: 
(i) T is 7]-pseudomonotone; 
(ii) for any fixed v e X, the mapping u —)• {Tu,7]{u,v)) is hemicontinuous; 
(iii) for any fixed v ^ X, « —> 7]{u, v) is affine and for all u ^ K, r]{u, u) = 0; 
(iv) T is properly 77-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type. 
Then the problem (VVLI) and (VVLI)' have the same nonempty solution set. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let T : if ^ L{X,Y) and r; : if x if ^ X be two map-
pings. Suppose that T is rj-pseudomonotone and properly r?-quasimonotone of 
Stampacchia type. Then T is properly 7]-quasimonotone of Minty's type. 
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Existence Results 
Existence theorems for the system of vector variational-Uke inequahty are as 
follows: 
Theorem 4.4.4. LetT : Ax B ^ L{X,Y), S : Ax B ^ L{E,F), r]i:AxA^X 
and ri2 : B X B ^ E he four mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for all(u, u) e Ax B,r]i{u,u) = r]2{v,v) = 0; 
(ii) for a given (a, b) ^ Ax B, T{., b) is properly r/i-quasimonotone of Minty type 
and S{a,.) is properly ?72-quasimonotone of Minty type; 
(iii) for a given (a, b) ^ AxB, {T{a,.), ri{., a)) is continuous from the weak topology 
of £• X X to the norm topology of Y and {S(.,b),r]2(.,b)) is a continuous from 
the weak topology of X x £' to the norm topology of F. 
Then the problem (SVVLI)' is solvable. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [158]. 
Theorem 4.4.5. LetT:AxB^ L{X, Y), S:AxB^ L{E, F),r]i:AxA^X 
and r]2 : B X B ^ B he four mappings satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for any given (a,5) ^ A x B, the mapping u -> {T{u,b),rji{a,u)) and u -> 
{S{a,v),'r]2{b,v)) are hemicontinuous; 
(ii) for any given {a,b) E A x B,T(.,b) is T/i-pseudomonotone and S(a,.) is rj2-
pseudomonotone; 
(in) for any given (o,6) E Ax B, the mapping u -^ r]i(u,a) and u —)• r]2(v,b) are 
afiine and r]i{u,u) = ri2{v, v) = 0 for all [u, v) E A x B] 
(iv) for any given {a,b) e 4^ x B,T{.,b) is properly rji-quasimonotone of 
Stampacchia type and S{a,.) is 7]2-quasimonotone of Stampacchia type; 
(v) for any given {a,b) e Ax B,{T{a,.),r]i{.,a)) is continuous from the weak 
topology of E X X to the norm topology of F and (5(., 6), 772(.,&)) is continuous 
from the weak topology of X x E to the norm topology of F 
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Then the (SVVLI) is solvable. 
Proof. By condition (2),(4)and Lemma 4.4.2, the condition (2) of Theorem 4.4.4 
holds. It follows from Theorem 4.4.4 that there exists {a*,b*) E Ax B such that 
r {T{a,b*),m{a*,a))<,0,yaeA, 
\ {Sia\b),r]2{b*,b))<pO,ybeB, 
condition(i),(iii) imply that, T(., b*) and S(a*,.) satisfy all the assumption of Lemma 
4.4. L It follows that from Lemma 4.4.1 that 
r {T{a*,b*),m{a,a*))>cO,\/aeA, 
\ {Sia*,b*)Mb,b*))>pO,\fbeB, 
this completes the proof 
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CHAPTER 5 
RANDOM VARIATIONAL INCLUSION 
PROBLEM WITH RANDOM FUZZY MAPPINGS 
AND RELAXED COCOERCIVE MAPPINGS 
5.1. Introduction 
It is well known that fuzzy set theory, which was introduced by Zadeh [154] in 
1965, has gained importance in analysis, from both theoretical and practical point 
of view. Fuzzy sets distinguished from ordinary or crisp sets in that the degree of 
membership of an element in a fuzzy set can be any number in the interval, [0,1] as 
opposed to a number from the ordinary binary number {0,1} from crisp sets.This 
property of fuzzy sets enables us to represent realistically, impresice concepts in 
which the transition from nonmembership to membership is gradual. 
The theory of variational inequahties was extended and generalized in many 
different directions because of its applications in mechanics, physics, optimization, 
economics and engineering sciences. A useful and important generalization of the 
variational inequalities is called the variational inclusion, which is mainly due to 
Hassouni and Moudafi [56]. In 1989, Chang and Zhu [20] first introduced the 
concept the variational inequalities for Fuzzy mappings and extended some of the 
result of Lassonde [93], Shih and Tan [126], Takahashi [134] and Yen [152] in the 
fuzzy setting. 
On the other hand, the random variation inequality and random quasi-variational 
inequahty problems have been introduced and studied by Chang [12], Chang and 
Huang [14,15], Chang and Zhu [19], Huang [71,72], Husain et al. [73],and Tan 
[132]. 
In the Section 5.2 of this chapter, we study a class of generalized nonlinear 
random {A, r/)-accretive equation with relaxed cocoercive mappings in Banach space, 
introduced by Cho and Lan [23]. 
In the Section 5.3, we study random variational inclusions problem for random 
fuzzy mappings, considered and studied by Ahmad and Bazdn [5]. 
Finally in the Section 5.4, we study random variational inclusions with random 
fuzzy and random relaxed cocoercive mappings, considered and studied by Ahmad 
and Farajzadeh [4 ]. We also mention an iterative algorithm to compute the approx-
imation solutions of random variational inclusion problems. 
5.2. Generalized nonlinear random (A, 77)-accretive equations 
with random relaxed cocoercive mappings in Banach space 
Throughout this chapter, we suppose that (J7, A, //) is a complete cr-finite mea-
sure space and E is a separable real Banach space endowed with dual space £'*, the 
norm ||.|| and the dual pairing (.,.) between E and E*. We denote by B{E) the class 
of Borel a-field in E. H be the Hausdorff metric on CB{E). 
The main purpose of this section is to study the following new class of gener-
ahzed nonhnear random [A, 7/)-accretive equations with random relaxed cocoercive 
mappings in Banach space due to Cho and Lan [23]. 
For a given element a:Vl^E and any real-valued random variable \{t) > 0. 
Find X -.0, -^ E such that 
a{t)efit,x{t)) + u{t) + X{t)M{t,p{t,x{t))), yten, u{t)eT{t,x(t)), (5.2.1) 
where f,p:?txE-^EaiQ two single-valued mappings and T,M : fl x E ^ 2^ 
are multi-valued mappings such that for each fixed t ^ ^, A{t,.) : JS" —> 2^ is an 
{A, 7/)-accretive mapping and range (p) D domM{t,.) / 0. 
Some Special Cases: 
(i) If a{t) = 0 for all t G 0, then the Problem (5.2.1) is equivalent to finding 
X -.Q -^ E such that 
0 G f{t,x{t)) + u{t) + A(t)A(t,p(t,x(t))), Vt e rtXt) e T{t,x{t)). (5.2.2) 
The determinate form of Problem (5.2.2) was considered and studied by Lan 
[87]. 
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(ii) If T is a single-valued mapping and p = I, the identity mapping, then the 
Problem (5.2.2) reduces to the following generalized nonlinear random equa-
tion involving the {A, r))-accvetive mapping in Banach spaces: 
Find X : fl ^ E such that 
Oef{t,x{t))+T{t,x{t)) + X{t)A{t,x{t)), V^eO; (5.2.3) 
(iii) If A(t) = 1 for alH G fi, £; = £;* = /f is a Hilbert space and A{t,.) = df{t) for 
all t G ri, where dip{t) denote the subdifferential of a lower semicontinuous and 
77-subdifferentiable function (f : fl x H -^ RU {00} then the Problem (5.2.1) 
becomes the following problem: 
Find X -.0, ^ H such that 
{f{t,x{t))+u{t) - a{t),ri[t,z,p{t,x{t)))) > ^[t,p{t,x{t))) - ^[t,z) (5.2.4) 
for all t G n, u e T{t,xit)) and z e H, which is called the generahzed 
nonhnear random variational inclusion for random multi-valued operators in 
Hilbert spaces. The determinate form of the Problem (5.2.4) was studied by 
Agarwal et at [2]. 
(iv) If r]{t,u{t),v{t)) = u{t) - v{t) for all t G fi, u{t),v{t) G H, then the Problem 
(5.2.4) reduces to the following nonhnear random variational inequalities: 
Find X •.,u : Q, -^ H such that u G T{t, x{t)) and 
{fit, x{t)) + uit) - a{t), z - Pit, xit))) > ^it, pit, xit))) - ifit, z) (5.2.5) 
for all t G n and z E H, whose determinate form is a generalization of the 
problem considered in [33]. 
(v) If, in the Problem (5.2.5), (p is the indicator function of a nonempty closed 
convex set K in H defined in the form 
r 0 if yGi^, 
<t>{y) = 
\^ 00 otherwise, 
Then the Problem (5.2.3) becomes the problem of finding x,u:Q,^H such 
that uG Tit, xit)) and 
{fit, xit)) + uit) - ait), z - pit, xit))) > 0 yten,zeK. 
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Random Iterated Algorithms: 
The following lemmas are important for developing the algorithm. 
Lemma 5.2.1 [13]. Let M : Q x E ^ CB{E) be an H-continuous random multi-
valued mapping. Then for any measurable mapping x : Vl -^ E, the multi-valued 
mapping M{.,x{.)) : 0 -^ CB{E) is measurable. 
Lemma 5.2.2 [13].Let M,V : Q x E ^ CB{E) be two measurable multi-valued 
mappings, e > 0 be a constant and x : fi -> JB be a measurable selection of M. 
Then there exists a measurable selection y -A} -^ E oiV such that for any t &Q,. 
\\x{t)--y{t)\\<{\ + e)H{M{t),V{t)). 
Lemma 5.2.3. Measurable mapping x,u : Vl ^  E ax& solution of the Problem 
(5.2.1) if and only if 
vti^) = j':!f)^^^^'''[MPt[x)) - p{tu{x)+u - am. 
where Jr,^Mt ' ~ iA+Ki)pit)Mt)~^ and p{t) > 0 is a real-valued random variable. 
Based on Lemma 5.2.3 the iterative algorithm for solving the general nonlinear 
random equation (5.2.1) are as follows. 
Algorithm 5.2.1. Let M : 0 x £" -> 2^ be a random multi-valued mapping such 
that for each fixed t G f^ , M{t,.) : £^  -> 2^ is an (A,r;)-accretive mapping and 
Range(p) n domM{t,.) ^^ (1). Let f,p : n x E -^ E and r] : n x E x E ^ E 
be single-valued mappings, and T : U x E -^ CB{E) be a multi-valued mapping. 
Then by Lemma 5.2.1 and Himmlberg [58], we know that, for any Xo{t) G E, the 
multi-valued mapping r( . , a:;o(.)) is measurable and there exists measurable selection 
wo(.)er(.,Xo(.)). Set 
x^{t) = Xo{t) - ptixo) + Jii^X^'^'^^'iAiPtixo)) - p{t)UtM + no)] + eo[tl 
where X{t),p{t),At,Mt are the same as in Lemma 5.2.3 and eo : Q. -^ E is a 
measurable function. Then it is easy to know that xi : Q -^ E is measurable. 
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Since uo(^ ) £ Tt{xo) G CB{E), by Lemma 5.2.2, there exists measurable selection 
Ui{t) E Ttixi) such that, for all t e Q,, 
\\uoit) - u^m < (l + ^^H{Tt{xo),Tt{xr)). 
By induction, we can define sequence {xn{t)} and {un{t)} inductively satisfying 
Xn-,l{t) = Xnit) - Pt{Xn) + ^ ^ f '^^ * [A(Pt(a:n)) " p{t){ft{Xn) + ^n - a{t))] + e „ ( 0 , 
Unit) e T,(x„), ||u„(t) - Un+i{t)\\ < (l + ;^)H(T,(x„),Ti(a;„+i)), (5.2.6) 
where e„(t) is an error to take into account a possible inexact computation of the 
resolvent operator point, which satisfied the following conditions: 
oo 
lim ||e„(t)|| = 0 , y \\en{t) - e„_i(t)|| < oo, Wt e n. (5.2.7) 
7 1 = 1 
From Algorithm 5.2.1, we can get the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.2.2. Suppose that E,A,r],M and / are the same as in Algorithm 
5.2.1. Let T : ^ X E ^ E he a. random single-valued mapping for all t & Cl, Then, 
for given measurable XQ : Q ^  E, we have 
^n+l = jTm^'^^'lAtiXn) - p{t){ft{Xn) + Tt{Xn))] + e„( t ) , 
where en{t) is the same as in Algorithm 5.2.1. 
Convergence Theorems: 
Theorem 5.2.1. Suppose that £^  is a ^ -uniformly smooth and separable real Banach 
space, M ; f] X £• ^  2^ is a random multi-valued mapping such that for each fixed t e 
9,, M{t, .):£•-> 2-^  is an (A, r7)-accretive mapping and A -.Qx E ^ E is r-strongly 
/^ -accretive and e-Lipschitz continuous, respectively. Let T -.fix E -^ CB{E) be 7-
H-Lipschitzcontinuous, rj:?ixExE -^ Eher-Lipschitz continuous, p:QxE-^E 
be [d, a)-relaxed cocoercive and /3-Lipschitz continuous, f : Cl x E ^ E he {e,5)-
relaxed cocoercive with respect to g and tr-Lipschitz continuous, where g -.QxE ^ E 
is defined by gt{x) = At opt{x) = At{pt{x)) = A{t,p{t,x{t))) for aW x : ^ -^ E and 
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i G fi, if there exists a real valued random variable 0 < p{t) < .,'"1^-'... such that A(t)m(t) 
kit) = y/l - qa{t) + {Cg + qd{t))P{t)^ < 1 
lit) + ye(t)9/?(t)'? - qpimt) + qpit)eit)ait)i + c,pit)iait)i 
<rit)'-^il-kit))rit)-Xit)pit)mit)), 
where Cq is the same as in Lemma (1.3.4), then for any i G 0, there exists x*it) e 
E,u*it) e Ttix*) such that x*(t),w*(t)) is a solution of the Problem (5.2.1) and 
^^nit) -^ 3;*(t), Unit) —> u*it) as n ^ oo, 
where {Xnit)} and {unit)} are the iteration sequence generated by Algorithm 5.2.1. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [23]. 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let E, r], A and / be the same as in Theorem 5.2.1. Assume 
that M : fi X £• ^ 2^ is a random multi-valued mapping such that for each fixed 
t e n,Mit,.) : £^  -> 2^ is an (A,7/)-accretive mapping. Let T : Q x E -^ E he 
7-Lipschitz continuous, / : 0 x E —)• E be (e, (5)-relaxed cocoercive with respect to 
A and cr-Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a real-valued random variable pit) G 
0, \ul u\) such that 
ye(t)^ - qpit)5it) + qpit)eit)ait)'i + c,p(t)^a(t)^+7(t) < r(t)^-^[r(t)-p(t)A(t)m(t)], 
where Cq is the same as in Lemma (1.3.4), then for any t EVL, there exists x*(t) € E 
such that x*it) is a solution of the Problem 2.6.3, and 
Xnit) —> x*it), as n —)• oo 
where x„(t) is the iterative sequence generated by Algorithm 5.2.2. 
Proof. For proof we refer to [23]. 
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5.3. Random generalized nonlinear mixed variational 
inclusions for Fuzzy mappings 
Throughout this section, let {Q, E) be measurable space, here fi is the set and S 
is a (j-algebra of subset of Q. Let H be the separable real Hilbert space, we denote 
B{H), 2", CB[H) and H{.,.) the class of Borel a-fields in H, the family of subset 
of H, the family of nonempty closed bounded subset of H and H is the Hausdorff 
metric on CB{H), respectively. 
The study of this section is devoted to the work of Ahmad and Bazdn. 
Let M,S,T : n -> ^(H) be a three random fuzzy mappings satisfying the 
following condition (A): 
(A):There exist three mappings a,b,c: H ^ [0,1] such that 
(M,, x)„(,) e CB{H), {St, x),(,) G CB{H), 
{Tt,x),^,)eB{H), y{t,x)eQxH 
By using the random fuzzy mappings M, S, T we can define three random multival-
ued mappings M, S, T as follows: 
M -.nxH ^CB{H), x^{Mt,x)a(x), V ( t , x ) 6 0 x i f , 
S-MxH^ CB{H), X -^ (5t,2;)6(^), V(t,x) enxH, 
and 
f:VtxH-^CB{H), x^{Tt,x),^^), V ( t , x ) G ^ x i f . 
In the sequel M, S and T are called the random multi-valued mappings induced by 
the random fuzzy mappings M, S and T respectively. 
Given mappings a,b,c : H ^ [0,1], random fuzzy mappings M, 5, T : Q -> 
J^{H) and random operator f,g,p:Vt^ T{H) with Img n dom{d(p) 7^  0. 
We consider the following problem: 
Find measurable mappings x,u,v,wM-^ H such that for all t G ^ ,y{t) G H 
and x{t) G H, M^^,^t)Ht)) > a{x{t)), St,,^t){v{t)) > b{x{t)), Tt^^aMt)) > c(x(^)), 
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g{t, w{t)) n dom{dip) 7^  0, and 
{p{t, u{t)) - {fit, vit)) - git, wit))}, yit) - git, wit))) > ifigit, wit))) - <fiyit)), 
(5.3.1) 
where dip denotes the subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous 
function (/? : H —> Mu{+oo}. Inequahty (5.3.1) is called a random generalized 
nonlinear mixed variational inclusions for random fuzzy mappings. The set of mea-
surable mapping ix,u,v,w) is called a random solution of (5.3.1). 
If M, S and T are three random multi-valued mappings and a(s)=6(a;)=c(x)=l, 
for all X ^ H, then Problem (5.3.1) is equivalent to finding measurable mappings 
x,u,v,w -M -^ H such that for ah t efl, a;(t) € H, yit) e H 
tx(t) G Mit, xit)), vit) e Sit, x(t)), wit) e Tit, xit)),git, wit)) n domd^) ^ 0. 
and 
{p{t, uit)) - {fit, vit)) - git, wit))}, yit) - git, wit))) > ifigit, wit))) - y.(y(t)) 
(5.3.2) 
A slight variant form of (5.3.2) is considered and studied by Irfan [74]. 
Random Iterative Algorithm: 
We first give the following lemmas. 
Lemma 5.3.1 [13]. Let T : Q x H -^ CBiH) be a .^-continuous random multi-
valued mapping. Then for any measurable mapping w : Q, ^ H, the multivalued 
mapping r(.,w(.)) : ft -> CBiH) is measurable. 
Lemma 5.3.2. The set measurable mappings x,u,v,w : 0 -^ H is a random 
solution of Problem (5.3.1) if and only if for all t e Q, xit) G H, uit) e Mit, xit)), 
vit) e Sit,xit)), and wit) G fit,xit)) and 
git, wit)) = JUg{t, wit) - Xit){pit, uit)) - if it, vit)) - git, wit)))}] (5.3.3) 
' A ( t ) i 
'\{t) where A : a; -> (0,00) is a measurable function and Jj}^ ) = {I + A(t)5(/?) ^ is the so 
called proximal mapping on H. 
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Proof. From the definition of Jw^ w it follows that 
g{t, w{t)) - A(t){p(t, u{t)) - (/(i, v{t)) - g{t, wit)))} 
G g{t, wit)) + Xit)dipigit, wit))), Vi G J7 
and hence 
fit, vit)) - git, wit)) - Pit, uit)) e d^igit, wit))), Vt G ^ 
Prom the definition of d^p, we have 
Vivit)) > ^igit,wit))) + {{fit,vit)) ~ git,wit)] ~pit,uit),yit) - git,wit))), 
yyit)^H,t&n. 
Thus (x, y, u, v) is a random solution of Problem (5.3.1). 
To obtain a approximate solution of (5.3.1) we can apply a successive approxi-
mation method to the problem of solving 
xit)eQit,xit)), yten. (5.3.4) 
where 
Qit,xit)) = xit) - git,fit,xit))) = r,^^^[git,fit,xit))) 
~Xit){pit, Mit, xit))) - if it, Sit, xit))) - git, fit, xit))))}]. 
Based on (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we propose the following random iterative algorithm 
to compare the approximate solutions of Problem (5.2.1). 
Algorithm 5.3.1. Suppose that M,S,T : fl x H -^ ^iH) be three random fuzzy 
mappings satisfying the condition (A): 
There exists three mappings a,b,c: H -^ (0,1] such that 
iMt,x)air) e CBiH), iSt,x)bi,) 6 CBiH), 
iTt,x),^,)eCBiH), ^t,x)enxH. 
By using the random fuzzy mappings M, S and T we can define three random 
multivalued mappings M, S, T as follows: 
M-.QxH^ CBiH), X -> iMt, a;)„(,), V(t, x)enxH, 
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S-Mx H -^ CB{H), X -^ {St, x)fe(^ ), V(t, x)enxH, 
and 
f -.nxH ^ CB{H), X -^ {Tt,x)c{x), V(t,x) eflxH. 
Which are the J7-continuous random multi-valued mappings and f,g,p:flxH-^H 
be continuous random operators. For any given measurable mapping XQ : ft -^ 
H, the multivalued mappings M{.,x{.)),S(.,xo{.)),f{.,Xo{.)) : Q -^ CB{H) are 
measurable by Lemma (5.3.1). Hence there exist a measurable selections UQ:Q.-^H 
of M(.,x(.)),Uo •.Q.^Hoi S{.,X{^.)) and WQ : 9, ^  H oi f(.,xo{.)) by Himmelberg 
[58]. 
Let 
Xi(^ ) = xo(t)-^(^,u;o(t))+Jjf(,)[^(t,u;o(t))-A(t){p(t,MoW)-(/(t,uoW)-^(t,w;oW))}]. 
It is easy to see that Xi : fl -¥ H is measurable. By Lemma 5.2.2, there exist 
measurable selection ui : Q —^  if of M{.xi{t)),vi : fi —)• if of S{.,Xi{t)) and 
measurable selection Wi : fl -^ H of T{.,Xi{t)) such that \/t e fl 
Hit) - uiit)\\ < (1 + l)H{M{t,xo{t)),M{t,x^{t))), 
\\vo{t)-v^{t)\\ < {l + l)H{S{t,Xoit))J{t,x,m, 
WMt) - wM\ < (1 + l)H{M{t,xo{t)),fit,x,{t))). 
Let 
X2(t)-Xi(t)-5(t,Wi(t))+J5,)[g(t,«;i(t))-A(t){Kt,Wi(t))-(/(t,t;:(t))-5(t,ti;:(t)))}], 
then X2 : Q -^ H is measurable. Continuing the above process inductively we can 
define the following random iterative sequences {x„(t)}, {un{t)}, {vn{t)} and {wn{t)} 
for solving Problem (5.3.1) as follows: 
Xn+l{t) = Xn{t) - g{t,Wn{t)) + J^,^t)[g{t,Wn{t)) - A(t){p(t, U„(t)) 
-{f{tMt))-9{t,Mt)))}i (5-3.5) 
Unit) e M{t,Xnit)), Vn{t) G 5 ( t ,X„( t ) ) , Wn{t) G M ( t , X„(t)), 
||«„(t)-M„+i(t)|| < (l + (l + n)-^)F(M(t,x„(t)),M(t,x„(t))), 
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\\Vn{t) - ^ n + l W I I < (1 + {l+nr')H{S{t,Xn{t)),Sit,Xnm, 
\\Wn{t) - Wn+l{t)\\ < (1 + (1 + n)-')H{M{t, Xnit)), f{t, Xn{t))). 
for any t e fl and n=0,l,2,... 
Convergence theorem; 
Before giving the following proof first we give some definitions. 
Definition 5.3.1. A random operator g : H -^ H is said to be Lipschitz continuous 
if there exists a measurable function r : $1 -> (0, oo) 
Mt, xi{t)) - g{t, X2m\ < r{t)\\x,{t) - X2W, V xi(t), X2{t) eH,teCt. 
Definition 5.3.2. A random multivalued mapping T : fi x if -> CB{H) is said to 
be 
(i) Strongly monotone with respect to a random operator g : fix H -^ H ii there 
exists a measurable function /3 : 0 —> (0, cx)) such that 
{g{t,w,{t))-g{t,W2{t)),xi{t)-X2it)) > P{t)\\x,{t)-X2{t)f, V Xiit), X2{t) € H, 
wi(t) e T{t,xi{t)), W2{t) e T{t,X2{t)) and \/t e fl. 
(ii) ^-Lipschitz continuous if there exists some measurable function d : Q, -> 
(0, CX)) such that 
HiT{t,Xi{t)),T{t,X2m < d{t)\\x,it) - X2{t)\\, Vxi(i), X2{t)eH. 
Definition 5.3.3. Let f -.Qx H -^ H he random operator. A random multivalued 
map S : Q X H -> 2^ is said to be 
(i) relaxed Lipschitz with respect to / if there exists a measurable function k : 
ft -^ H such that 
{fitMt))-f{tMt)),x{t)-y{t)) < -k{t)\\x{t)-y{t)f, 
x{t), y{t) G H, vi{t) e S{t,x{t)), V2{t) G S{t,y{t)), t £ fl. 
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(ii) relaxed monotone with respect to / if there exists a measurable function e : 
fi —)• i7 such that 
{fit, vi(t)) - fit, V2it)), xit) - yit)) > -e(t)||x(t) - yit)f Vx(i), yit) E H, 
v,it) e Sit,xit)), V2it) e Sit,yit)), t e fi. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let f,g.,p : Qx H ^ H he Lipschitz continuous random operator 
with constant ^(t), rit) and cr(t), respectively . Let M,S,T : Q x H -)• TiH) 
be three random fuzzy mappings satisfying the condition (A). Let M,S,T : fi x 
H -4 ^iH) be three random multivalued mappings induced by M, S, T respectively. 
Suppose that M, S, T are ^-Lipschitz continuous with constant 7(t), hit) and rf(t), 
respectively, and T is strongly monotone with respect to g with constant /3(t). Let S 
be relaxed Lipschitz with respect to / with constant kit) and T be relaxed monotone 
with respect to g with constant e(t.) If the following conditions holds: 
kit) - eit) + (2/ - l)a(t)7(t) 
A(t)- [iit)hit) + rit)dit)f-a\t)r\t) 
< V[(e(i) - kit) - (2/ - l)ait)^{t)Y 
mt)Kt) + rit)dit)f-a\t)T\t)]Alil~l) 
[imm+rit)dit)y-a\t)T\t)] ' '^- -'^  
(e(t) - kit)) - (2/ - \)ait)^it) > VlmHt) + rit)dit))' - a\t)r'it)}4lil - I), 
amt) + rit)dit) > ait)jit) 
for 
l = ^l-2Pit) + rHt)d^t)<^-, 
then there exist measurable mappings x,u,v,w : Q -^ H such that (5.2.1) holds. 
Moreover, {xnit)} -^ xit), {uniy)} -^ uit), {vnit)} -> u(t) and {w„(0} ^ Mt) 
where {a;„(i)}, {Mn(y)}), {•yn(0} ^^^ {"^nit)} are the random sequences obtained 
by Algorithm 5.3.1. 
Proof. From (5.3.3), for any t G Q we have 
||x„+i(t) -a;„(t)|| = \\xnit) - Xn^iit) - igit,Wnit) - git,Wn-iit))) 
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+jr(,)(Mt,x„(t))) - j,^(,)(Mt,x„_i(t)))ii, 
where 
h{t, Xr^it)) = git, Wnit)) - Xit){p{t, Unit)) - (/(t, V^it)) - git, W^it)))}. 
Also, we have 
\\r,^,^ihit,Xnit))-r,^^^ihit,Xn-lit)))\\ 
<\\hit,Xnit)-hit,Xn-l{t)\\ 
< \\Xn-Xn-l{t)- igit,Wnit)) - ^(t, U;„_i(t)|| + ||x^ - X„_i(t)|| 
+Xit)if,tMt)) - f{t,vn-iit))) - Xit)igit,Wnit)) 
-git,Wn-lit)))\\+Xit)\\pit,Unit))-pit,Un-lit))\\ 
Thus, we have 
\\Xn+lit) - Xnit)\\ < 2\\Xnit) - Xn-lit) - igit,Wnit)) - ^ (t, W;„_i(t)))|| 
+ \\Xnit) - Xn-lit) + Xit)ifit,Vnit)) - fit,Vn-lit))) 
-Xit)igit,Wnit))-git,Wn-iit)))\\+Xit)\\pit,Unit)) 
-pit,Un-lit))\\ 
(5.3.7) 
By the ii/-Lipschitz continuity and strongly monotonicity of T, and Lipschitz conti-
nuity of g, we have 
\\Xnit) - Xn-lit) - igit,Wnit)) - git,Wn-lit)))f 
< (1 - 2f3it) + r\t)il + n-')'d\t)\\xnit) - Xn-iit)f (5.3.8) 
Since M, S and T are ^ -Lipschitz continuous, and /, g and p are Lipschitz contin-
uous, we have 
||p(t,n„(t))-p(t,n„_i(t))|| < a{t)\\un{t) - Un-r\\ 
< ait)^it)(l + i)\\xnit)-xn-,it)l ^^•'^•^> 
litMt) - /(t,"n-l(t)|| < mm{^ + l)\Mt) - Xn-Ml (5.3.10) 
git, wnit) - git, Wn-iim < rit)dit) (l + ^ ) ||x„(t) - Xn-Ml (5.3.11) 
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Further, since S is relaxed Lipschitz and_r is relaxed monotone, we have 
\\Xn{t) - Xn-lit) + Xit)if{t,Vn{t) - f{t,Vn-l)m - X(t){g{t,Wn{t)) - g{UWn-l{t)))f 
= \\Xn{t) - Xn-i{t)f + 2X{t){f{t,V^{t)) - fit,Vn-l{t)), 
Xn{t) - Xn-lW) - 2X{t){git,Wnit)) 
-g{t,Wn-lit)),Xn{t) - Xn-l{t)) 
+X\t)\\f(t,V^it))-f{t,Vn_^(t))) 
-igit,wnit))-g{t,wn-im\\^ 
< [1 - 2X{tmt) - e{t))+x\t)ii + inmnt) 
+r{t)dit)mXnit) ~ Xn-l{t)f (5.3.12) 
Combining (5.3.7)-(5.3.12), we obtain 
||x„+i(^) - X„(^)|| < dnit)\\Xnit) - X,_i(^)(|, Vt € Q, 
where 
^„(t) = 2y^l - 2/3(t) + r2(t)(l + A)2d2(t) + ^ 1 - X{t){k{t) - e(t)) 
+ X\t){l + -fmnt) + r{t)d{t)f + X{t)a{tHt){l + - ) 
/ fc ft 
Letting 
^(i) = 2V'l-2/?(t) + r2(t)rf2(t) + ^/l - 2X{t){k{t) - e{t)) 
+ X\t){^{t)h{t) + r(t)d{t)f + X{t)a{t)^{t) Vt G 0. 
we know that Onit) -^ 9{t), for all te^.lt follows that from (5.3.4) that e{t) < 1, 
for all t EQ. Hence for any t Gfl, 9n{t) < 1, for n sufficiently large. 
Therefore, {xn{t)} is a Cauchy sequence in H. Since H is complete, there exists 
a measurable map x -.9, -^ H such that a;„(t) -> x(t), for all t € Q. From Algorithm 
5.3.1, we have 
\\Un{t) - Un-iit)\\ < ( l + -'j^{t)\\Xnit) - Xn-l(^)||, 
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\\Vn{t) - Vn-lim < ( l + l^)h{t)\\Xnit) - X^-lim, 
\\Wn{t) - Wn-l{t)\\ < ( l + ^^ipit)\\Xn{t) - X„_i(^)||, 
which imphes that {u„(t)}, {vn{t)} and {wn{t)} are also Cauchy sequence in H. Let 
M„(i) -^ ^ u{t),Vn{t) -^ v{t) and w;n(0 -^ w{t). Since {M„(0}, {wn(i)} ^ nd {wn(0} are 
sequences of measurable mappings, we know that u,v,w : fl -^ H axe measurable. 
Now we will prove that u{t) e M{t, x{t)), v{t) e S{t, x{t)) and w{t) e f{t, x{t)). 
For any ^ G 0, we have 
d{uit),M{t,x{t)) = mi{\\u{t) - z\\;z ^ M{t,x{t)} 
< \\u{t)^Un{t)\\+d{Un{t),M{t,x{t))) 
< \\u{t) - U„(t ) | |^(M(t , Xnit)), M{t, X(t))) 
< \\u{t]-uM\l{t)\\Xn{t)-x{t)\\-^0. 
Hence u{t) e M(t,x{t), for all t e Q. Similarly we can prove that v{t) e S{t,x{t)) 
and w{t) G T{t,x{t)), for all t ^Q. This completes the proof. 
5.4. Random variational inclusions with random Fuzzy 
mappings and random relaxed cocoercive mappings 
In this section we study the more general problem of the previous one consider 
and studied by Ahmad and A. P. Farajzadeh [4]. 
Find measurable mappings x,u,v,w : Q -^ H such that for all t E ^, x{t) € 
/f,M,,(t)(w(t)) > a{x{t)),St,.(^t){v{t)) > b{x{t)),TtAtMt)) > c{x{t)) mdg{t,w{t))n 
dom{M{t,.)) ^ 0, for t € Q such that 
0 e p{t, u{t)) - {fit, v{t)) - g{t, wm + M{t, wm (5.4.1) 
Inequality (5.4.1) is called random variational inclusion problem with random fuzzy 
mappings.The set of measurable mappings {x, u, v, w) is called a random solution of 
(5.4.1). 
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If a{x) = b{x) = c{x) = l,u(t) = wit) = x(t) and {g(t,w{t)) - f{t,v{t))} = v(t), 
then the Problem (5.3.1) reduces to the problem of finding measurable mappings 
x,v : ^  -^ H such that 
0 e p(t, xit)) + vit) + M{t, g{t, x{t))), (5.4.2) 
whereg,p .QxH -^ H axe single-valued random mappings and M,S :QxH -^ 2^ 
are multivalued random mappings. 
Remark 5.4.1. If for all t efl, M{t,.) = d(f, where d(f denotes the subdifferential 
of a proper convex and lower semicontinuous function ip : H -^ MU {+oo}, then the 
Problem (5.4.1) reduces to (5.3.1). 
Random iterative algorithm: 
The following definitions and results are needed to prove the main results. 
Definition 5.4.1. A random operator A:QxH-^His said to be 
(i) monotone, if 
{A{t,xi{t)) - A{t,x2{t)),xi{t) - X2{t)) >0, yxiit),X2{t)GH, ten. 
(ii) r-strongly monotone, if there exists a measurable function r : 0 -^ (0, oo) such 
that 
{A{t, xi{t)) - A{t, X2{t)), xi{t) - X2{t)) > r{t)\\x,{t) - X2{t)f, 
yxi{t),x2{t)GH, ten. 
(iii) m-relaxed monotone, if there exists a measurable function m : f] -> (0, oo) 
such that 
{A{t, xiit)) - A{t, X2it)), xi(t) - X2{t)) > -mit)\\xj{t) - X2{t)f, 
yxi{t),x2{t)eH, ten. 
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(iv) (ce, ^)-relaxed cocoercive if there exists measurable functions a,^ -.0, -^ (0, oo) 
such that 
{A(t, xi{t)) - A(t, X2{t)), x,(t) - X2{t)) > -ait)\\Ait, xi{t)) - A(t,X2it))f 
+m\Mt)-x2{t)f, 
yxi{t),x2{t) eH, ten. 
Definition 5.4.2. A random multivalued mapping M :U x H ^2^ is said to be 
(i) monotone, if 
{u{t)-v{t),x,{t)~X2{t))>0, 
V w(t) € M{t,xi{t)),v{t) e M{t,X2{t)), Xi(t),X2(t) eH, teCl, 
(ii) r-strongly monotone, if there exists a measurable function r : Q —^  (0, oo) such 
that 
{u{t) - v{t),Xi{t) - X2{t)) > r{t)\\x,{t) - X2{t)\\\ 
V u{t) e M{t, xi{t)), v{t) e M{t, X2{t)), xi{t), X2{t) eH, ten, 
(iii) m-relaxed monotone, if there exists a measurable function m : 0 -^ (0, oo) 
such that 
(w(t) - v{t), x,{t) - X2{t)) > -m(t)||xi(t) - X2{t)\\\ 
V u{t) e M[t, xi{t)), v{t) e M{t, X2(t)), xiit), X2{t) eH, ten. 
Definition 5.4.3. Let A : nx H ^ Hhe a single-valued mapping. Then a random 
multivalued mapping M -.n x H ^ 2^ is said to be A-monotone if 
(a) M is m-relaxed monotone, 
(b) {A{t,x{t)) + p{t)M{t,x{t)){H) = H,\/ x{t) eH,t en and p{t) > 0 is a real 
valued random variable. 
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Definition 5.4.4. Let A : flxH -^ Hhe r-strongly monotone and M : Q x i / -> 2^ 
be A-monotone. The A-resolvent operator J^ * : fl x H -^ H associated with A 
and M is defined by 
where At(x) = A{t,x{t)) and Mt{x) = M{t,x{t]), V ^ G O, x{t) e H and p{t) > 0. 
Lemma 5.4.1 [89]. Let A : Q x H -^ H he r-strongly monotone and M : Q x 
i? ^ 2^ be A-monotone. Then the yl-resolvent operator j£f'^' : Q x H -^ H is 
;:^^p^^j^-Lipschitz continuous for p{t) e (0,r(t)/m(t)). 
Lemma 5.4.2. The set of measurable mappings x,u,v,w : fl ^ H is a random 
solution of Problem (5.4.1) if and only if for all !^  € 0, x{t) € H, u{t) G N{t,x{t)), 
v{t) e S{t,x{t)), w{t) e f{t,x{t)) and 
g{tMt)) = 4l^'^'[A{9{t,wm - p(t){P(t,n(t)) - {f{t,v{t)) - 5(t,u;(t)))}], 
(5.4.3) 
where p : Q -)• (0, oo) is a measurable function. 
Proof. The proof directly follows from the definition of J^* '^ *. 
Based on the Lemma 5.4.2, we are proposing the following iterative algorithm 
for solving random variational inclusion problem for random fuzzy mappings (5.4.1). 
Algorithm 5.4.1. Suppose that N,S,T : fl x H -^ ^{H) be three random fuzzy 
mappings satisfying the condition (A). Let N,S,T : Q, x H ->• CB{H) be H-
continuous random multivalued mappings induced by A'', 5, and T respectively. Let 
A, f, g ,p : Tt X H -^ H he i\iQ single-valued random mappings and M -.fix H -^2^ 
be a multivalued random mapping such that for each fixed i € 0, M{t,.) : /f —>• 2^ 
is A-monotone mapping with Im{g) n domM{t,.) ^ 0. For any given measurable 
mapping XQ : Q ^ H, the multivalued mappings N{.,XQ{.)),S{.,XQ{.)),S{.,XQ{.)) : 
Q -> CB{H) are measurable by Lemma 5.2.1. Hence There exists a measurable 
sections UQ : 9, -^ H of N{.,xo{.)),Vo ; f] -> i / of S{.,Xo{.)) and WQ : Q -^ H of 
T{.,XQ{.)),hy Himmelberg [58]. Let 
xx{t) = xo{t) - g{tMt)) + 4'^'^'[At{g{t,wom - p(t)Mt,^ ^o(t)) 
- ( / ( t ,wo(t)) -g(t , i / ;o(^)))}] , 
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It is easy to see that xi : ft -^ H is a. measurable. By Lemma (5.2.2), there exists 
measurable selection Ui : fl -^ H oi N(.,xi(.)),Vi : Q ^ H oi S{.,Xi{.)) and 
wiM-^ H of f'(.,xi(.)), such that Vt (E fi, 
\\uo{t) - ui(t)II < (1 + l)H{N{t, xo{t)), N{t, x,{t))), 
\\voit) - v,{t)\\ < (1 + l)H{S{t,xo{t)),S{t,x,{t))), 
IkoW - Mm < (1 + l)H{f(t,Xoit)),f(t,x,{t))), 
Let 
X2{t) = x,{t) - g{t,w,{t)) + 4'^'^'[At{g{t,xmt))) ~ p{t){p{tMt)) 
-ifit,v^{t))-g{t,wim}], 
then X2 : ^ ^ H is measurable. Continuing the above process inductively, we 
can define the following random iterative sequences {x„(i)}, {un{t)} and {wnit)} for 
solving Problem (5.4.1) as follows: 
Xn+l{t) = Xn{t) - g{t,Wn{t)) + 4 f ' " ' ' [ ^ ( ^ ( t , W„(t))) - p{t) {p{t, Un{t)) 
'{f{t,vnit))-git,iunm}], (5.4.3) 
Unit) G N{t,Xn{t)),Vn{t) G S{t, Xn{t)),Wn{t) 6 t ( i , X „ ( t ) ) , 
]\Un{t) ~ Un+M\ < {l + {l+n)-')HiN{t,Xn{t)),N{t,Xrr+lit)))> 
\\Vnit) - Vn+im < ( ! + ( ! + n)-')HiS{t,Xnit)),S{t,Xn+im, 
\\Wn{t) - Wn+Ml < {l + {l+n)-')H{fit,Xn{t)),f{t,Xn+im, 
for any t €ft and n = 0,1,2... 
Remark 5.4.2. If yl = /, the identity operator and M = d^p, where ^^p denotes 
the subdifferential of a proper, convex and lower semicontinuous function (p : H -^ 
IRU {+oo}, the Algorithm 5.4.1 reduces to Algorithm 5.3.1. 
Convergence Result: 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let F be a real Hilbert space, M : Q x jEf -)• 2^ is a random 
multivalued mapping such for each fixed t E Q, M{t,.) : H -^ 2" is A-monotone 
mapping and A : Q, x H ^ H is strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous 
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with constant A^(t). Let f,g,p : Q x H —¥ H he Lipschitz continuous random 
mappings with constant Xf{t),Xg{t) and Xp{t), respectively and g is (a, ^)—relaxed 
cocoercive. Let N,S,T : QxH —^ ^{H) be three random fuzzy mappings satisfying 
the condition (A). Let N,S,T : Q x H ^ CB{H) be three random multivalued 
mappings induced by A'', 5, T, respectively . Suppose N, S, T are H-continuous with 
constant XH- (t), A/f.(t) and XH- (t) respectively. If the following condition holds: 
1 - Bit) 
Pit)- KmnJi) + Xfit)XHAt) + Xgit)XHjt) 
"" Xp{t)XHAt) + Xf{t)XHAt) + x,{t)XHJt) ^^-^-^^ 
1 - 2at) > ^iXg{t)XH,{mi + 2a{t)l rit) > p{t)m{t), 
where 
^^ r{t) - p{t)m(ty 
then there exists measurable mappings XjUjVjW : Q, -^ H such that (5.3.1) holds. 
Moreover, Xnit) -^ x{t),Un{t) -)• u{t),Vn{t) -^ v{t) and u;„(t) -> w{t). where 
{xn{t)}, {u„(t)}, {vn{t)} and {Wn{t)} are the sequences obtained by Algorithm 5.4.L 
Proof. From (5.4.2) and Lemma (5.4.1), we have 
\\Xn+l{t) ' Xn{t)\\ = \\Xn{t)-g{t,Wn{t)) + r,i'^'^^'\Atigit,Wn{t)) 
-pit){pit,Unit)) - {fit,Vnit))-g{t,Wnm}] 
-[Xn-l{t) - g{t, Wn-l{t) + r^'^'^'^'\A{g{t, Wn-M 
-p{t){p{t,Un-l{t){f{t,Vn-l{t)) - g{t,Wn-im}]\\ 
< \\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t) - {g{t, Wn{t)) - g{t, Wn-l(t)))|| 
+ r{t)-p\t)m(t) lb(^ > Mi) - Pit, Un-l{t))\\ 
AS^MtMt))-f{t,vn-M\\ rit)-p{t)m{t) 
P(t) 
v{t)-p{t)m{t) 
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\\g{t,wM ~ 9{t.y^n-im\ (5-4.5) 
Since N,S, and T are if-Lipschitz continuous and f,g and p are Lipschitz continu-
ous, we have 
< A,(t)A^^(l + i) | |x„(0-x„_i(0| | (5.4.6) 
li/(t,^n(t))-/(i,yn-iW)||<A;(t)A^.(t)(l + i)||x„(i)-a:„_i(t)||, (5.4.7) 
||p(t,w„(0)-^(t,w„_i(0)||<A,(t)A^^(t)(l + i)||x„(i)-x„_i(t)||, (5.4.8) 
using (a, {)-relaxed cocoercitivity and Lipschitz continuity of ^  and (5.4.8), we get 
\\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t) - ig{t,Wn{t))-git,Wn-lit)))f 
< \\Xn{t) - Xn-l{t)f - 2{g{t,Wn{t) - g{t,Wn-l{t)),Xn{t) 
-x„_i(t)) + \\g{t,Wn{t)) - g{t,w^^^{t)f 
< \\Xn{t)-Xn-M? + Mi)Mt,Mt))-9{t,Wn-lit))f 
-2mK{t) - Xn-l[t)f + m,W^{t)) - ^(t, W„_i(i))||2 
< \\x^[t) - a:„_i(t)||2 + 2a{t)\[t)'\uM\Vn{t) - Xn-x[i)f 
Thus we have 
lXn{t) - Xn-lit) - ig{t, Wn{t)) - g{t, Wn-l{t)))\\ 
< ^ (1 - 2({t) + {Xg{t)XH^mi + 2am\Mt) - x„_i(t)|| (5.4.9) 
using the Lipschitz continuity of vl, (5.4.6)-(5.4.9),(5.4.5) becomes 
|x„+i(t) - x„(t)|l < ^ (1 - 2C(t) + (A,(t)A^. (t)2[l + 2a(t)])||x„(t) - Xn-M\ 
A^(t)Ag(t)AH.(t)(l+i), 
r(t)-p(t)m(t) •\Xn{t) -Xn-\{t)\\ 
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^ r{t)-p{i)m{t) \\^n{t) ~ Xn-l{t)\\ 
PWA/WAH, (0(1+1) 
+ r{t)-p{t)m{t) \\^n[t) Xn-l[t)\\ 
p(i)Aj(i)AH.(«)(l + i ) / r . inx 
+ KO-PWm(tr^ll^"(^) - ^ni{t) (5.4.10) 
Thus, we have 
x„+i(i) - x„(t)|| < ^„(t)||x„(t) - Xn-i{t), \/tea (5.4.11) 
where 
Onit) = ^{l-2at) + Mt)XH,m^ + 2a{t)]) 
' r{t)~p{t)m{t) I 
+p{t)(\ + i){K{t)XH,[t) + \f{t)XH,{t) + A,(OA^.(t))] 
Letting 
m = Y/(l-2^(t) + (A,(t)A^,(i)2[l + 2a(t)]) 
+A/(OAff.(i) + A,(t)A^.(^))], VteO 
We know that ^„(i) ^ ^(t), for ah t G Q. It follows from (5.3.1) that e{t) < 1, for 
alH e fJ. Hence for any t 6 r^,^(i) < 1, for n sufficiently large. 
Using the same arguments as used in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1, it follows that 
{xn{t)},{un{t)},{vn{t)} and {wn{t)} are Cauchy sequences in H and in view of 
completeness of H,Xn{t) -> x{t),Un{t) -)• u{t),Vn{t) -^ v{t) and Wn{t) -> w{t). It 
follows that u{t) e N{t,x{t),v{t) e S{t,x{t) and w{t) e f{t,x{t)), Vi 6 1). This 
completes the proof. 
In support of Theorem 5.4.1, we have the following two examples. 
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Example 5.4.1. Let M : Q x H -^ 2^ he r-strongly monotone. Then M is 
m-relaxed monotone for m e (l ,r(t) +r'^{t)), for r{t) i 0.6180. 
Example 5.4.2. Let g : QxH -^ H he random mapping such that g{t, x{t)) = ^ , 
g{t,y{t)) = ^ , then g is (a, ()-relaxed cocoercive for a{t) = | and ^(t) = | . 
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